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Title word cross-reference


* [BFM23]. *-chain [BFM23].


/M [BJ22].


2 [PK22]. 2-phase [AOF21]. 2017 [DPG20].


ACSIMCD [AO21]. action [BEL20, BH21, DHC23, LSH+20, LSB21, LZC21, MMU+21, NN21, Wan21, Xu21, ZDC22].
allocator [YYZ+24]. allreduce [DCD+24].
ALOHA [PZHD20]. ALOHA-based
[PZHD20]. alpha [WLYL20]. ALPS
[ZGL+23]. alternating [CFL+20, GBP23].
alternatives [CHKJ20]. Alzheimer
[ESSS+21]. am [CC21, AAG23]. AM-IF
[AAG23]. ambience [AM21]. Ambient
[GGK21, SMY20, LHF+20]. ambulatory
[XLS+21]. America [GDCGVG20]. among
[CMF+21, SZS+21]. amplified [GdOAO20].
analyses [LHC21]. analysing [CFC+20].
Analysis
[CKL20, DKG+22, JLP+21, LQ20, MMR23a,
PRPPFL20, PFP+22, TQG20, VPSC+23,
WMU+24, WCWC20, ZWL21, ZZZ+22,
AGDS+21, ASL22, ASPG+21, AM22, AIM23,
AR20, BJ22, BCCS20, BJP+20, BNA+21,
BMBE20, BLMT20, BAGRB+20, BHL+20,
Bo19, Bo20b, BDFR22, TCL21a, CDG+20,
CL21, CKZ+22, DldAR23, DNN21,
DV+20, DS+20, FIAC+20, GWZ20,
GF221, GDCGVG20, GDCPVG22, GMP20b,
GH+21, GBP23, HTLM21, HZX+19,
HZX+20, HOV20, JMA+21, KAA+21,
KKM+23, KBTM21, KZG+22, KSE24,
LZL+20, LLW+22a, LPS+24, LZS+22,
zLsZjX20, LZj+20, LC20, MMP+23, MZA23,
MH+20, MAAH22, MBC22, MMC22,
MNSL22, MS20, NRM20, OMPSPL20,
OCBO20, PWV+21, PMSSE20, PSS+23,
PABBA20, PMT22, PS20, PP20, RGRV+20,
RLZ21, RHM20, SFDa20, SBF+21,
SUKN22, SuRNA+23, SPL24, SDV+21,
SCC20, TWY+23, TA23, TAM21, TA21,
TIA21, UCR21, UCO20, UAS+20]. analysis
[VMM+20a, VI21, VPA20, VCM+21,
WMU+23, WGW+20, WSL21, WCWC19,
XCB+20, XW21, YWS21, YK20a, YPX+20,
YJF+20, ZMZ+19, ZPLQ20, ZMZ+20,
ZZZ+23, ZMJ+22]. Analytical
[ACG+20b, DAMS23, dATBMA23,
GPWL20, KPL22, YGE21]. Analytics
[BP20, BOM+22, DP20c, DP21a, DP21b,
Sha20, UUK+21, CLC21b, CFAA+20,
DMPS23, DP19, DZB23, EBA+22, HBH21,
HAVK22, IDM+20, JKS20c, LCL+20,
MAC+21, MAH+24, MA22, NFK+20,
QCY+21, RBLD21, RGP+22, SAT20, SKH20,
SVN20b, WKW+22, YLL22, uRLW+21].
analytics-based [YLL22]. analyze
[CCP+20, LLR22, Yani21]. Analyzer
[EJS20, VMM20b]. Analyzing [GMF+20,
RPdVR20, WYG+20, WW20, YDL+20].
anatomy [YCG+20]. anchor
[SEG+20, XOKH23]. AND/OR [AB20].
Android [ATT+20, DFF+23, InRJ+21,
KZG+22, LWJ+21, TGJ+20, TLJ+22].
Android-based [DFF+23]. Aneka [TSB20].
Angiographic [WZC+22]. angiography
[ZZS+23]. angle [WSL21, Wu22]. animal
[GANP24]. ankle [Bo19, Bo20b]. ANN
[BRM+20]. ANN-assisted [BRM+20].
ANNA [LZL+23]. annealing [OPOG23].
annotation [XY+23]. annotations
[GSDGP21]. anomalies
[MJSW21, OIG24, GRGv+20, SX2+23].
anomalous [WLC23]. Anomaly
[GS20, MKC+21, AEN+23, ADP+22,
CCC+21, FLF+21, GKB24, GZG24,
H2N, LS23a, LWW+22, LCH+23, LLD+21,
LGJ+23, MRS+22, MBC+23, RCF+21,
SV22, SHK23, SDV+21, UUV+22,
XCL+20, ZCO+23]. Anonymous
[ABC+24, GCH+22, NAT20, GZG20].
answering [XX20]. Ant [Mun+21, PAC+22,
Ski20, SSB+20, bHFF+21, YXY20]. Anti
[WSD+22, AKCP21]. anti-debugging
[AKCP21]. Anti-Malicious [WSD+22].
amtiirtualization [AKCP21].
antimicrobial [MASRAM+22]. any
[PFGD22]. AOFAS [Bo20b, Bo19]. AoI
[HGW23c]. Aol-aware [HGWC23].
Apache [LPSV22, RCP24, WGW+20].
APapo [LJ24]. API
[AAS+20, CPH+22, PMMG+20].
API-based [PMMG+20]. APIs [XWG+21].
APK [MRM20]. Apollon [LZB20]. app
[YLL22]. appears [WM21]. Application
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Basis [GBK+22].

Basketball [WSL,21, Lin21].

Batch [BMB20, GJC+20, HLK+23, JJJ+23, yQhJ20, SLS+20, YLSS22a].

batch-stream [JJZ+23].

Battery [YLSL22a].

Bay [MBC+20].

Bayesian [AEZ22, DG21, HLSL20, KAK+23, RMH20, SzU22, WLZ+20, XLZ+22].

Bayesian [BC +Li24].

BCFL [ADAHA+21].

BDOLAP [TMT22].

BDOLAP-Bench [TMT22].

be [PAS+20].

beam [SGBC+20, SLWL+20].

behavior [WLZ+23].

BEAST [HKS+23].

beavers [DC21].

Bee [Elg20, PWH+22].

beef [DVV+20].

Bees [Ben23a, Ben23b].

behavior [AJJ+21, BZG23, BSOK+20, BD+20, CCML20, CZZ+23a, DBC24, JWZ22, KOM+22, KK22, LWW+20, LDL20, MS20, ODET21, PSMP21, SZW+23, WYWS22, XLMC22, YRV+22, HKS23].

behavior-based [LDS20].

Behavioral [ZLP21, HHH20, ML20, MTCS22].

behaviors [MTCS22, WW20, YZZ+23, ZGW+23b, ZST+22].

behaviour [KZF21, MMD22].

behaviours [MBC22].

Belief [VP20, ZPZK21].

Bench [MEL+23, TMT22].

benchmark [HKB20, MWW+23, PSH+20, TMT22].

Benchmarking [BPGL21, ORLV20].

Benchmarks [LGM+21].

benefits [Dav23].

Bertrand [KAF+20].

BES [TGAP20].

best [KMK+23].

Better [LRML21, CZ20, NLS23].

between [Gur21b, HWQ+20, Par22, PP22, YQ19, YG20a, YQ20b].

Beyond [BEL20, TMT22, WZ23].

BFT [FDP21, ZKL+23].

bi [AEN+23, LTX+24, SACW23, MDL+23].

bi-anomaly-based [AEN+23].

bi-level [SACW23].

bi-objective [LTX+24].

Bi-RRT [MDL+23].

Bibliometric

Benchmarks [SACW23].

Biden [EL21].

Bidding [AAM+20].

Bidirectional [BNA+21, CH20, WXX+23a].

Bifurcation [ZPL20].

Big [DP20c, DP21a, DP2b, EGD24, KSS+20, LWW+22a, MMH+22, Sha20, Sun20, TMT22, UUH+22, WYGP21, ZLS23, AT20, AAG+20, BOL+20, BG23, CLLC20, CDF+22, DP2+22, DP20, GZF+23, HSV20, JTH21, KJS20, KPL22, LHC21, LDL21, LEW24, LWZ+20, LXY21, LQ20, MDT+20, MDD221, NFK+20, PCACT24, RHH23, RB20, SGP+20a, SHL24, SW20, SPL24, TSR+20, WFLC22, WXD+23, WYX+23].
WLD+20b, XW23, YJH+20, ZJL+22, ZA20, ZCF21, ZYY+23, AAB23, BP20, CHS22, EET20, IMM+20, IDM+20, MAB+20, PMCP20, PP22, SGB+20, SKH20.

**big-data** [WXD+23]. **Big DEC** [EGD24].

**BigTrustScheduling** [RBW20]. ** bile** [HZX+19, HZX+20]. **BiLSTM** [GFZ21, WWS23b]. **binarized** [WCW+21].

**Binary** [KSDR21, FW22, QLJ21, TJJ+20, WZH+22]. **bio** [JYSH20, RSQS21, BGCL20].

**Bio-AKA** [BGCL20]. **bio-inspired** [JYSH20, RSQS21]. **bioabsorbable** [HZL+21]. **biochemical** [HZX+19, HZX+20].

**BioinfoPortal** [OGO+20]. **Bioinformatics** [HBK20, SHH23, OGO+20].

**dAPHOMPJ20**. **biological** [ABB+21, DC21, LXY21, XMW20].

**biomarkers** [DMF+23]. **biomedical** [CKZ+22, LEWC24].

**biometrics** [KK20]. **biosensors** [ZHGX20].

**bit** [Pan20]. **Bitcoin** [MHA+24, WYZ+20, WHJ20, WQHX20, DSFSNHJ20, PSHW20].

**bitwise** [DSW+20]. **black** [LHXL22].

**BlackBox** [CP22].

**Blackmailing** [SN21]. **BLE** [KAH+23].

**blind** [MXW+23]. **blobs** [MAB+20]. **Block** [DSW+20, PCCX21, ASA+20, LZ20b, MGR23, MHA+24, RMA+20, XGZ20, YZY+20].

**Block-oriented** [DSW+20]. **block-based** [YZC+20].


**blockchain** [ZBB+22, ZLS+22a, ZBB22, ZWZ+23, ZKL+23, ZWX+23, ZLZ+23, ZWL+23, dAdSM+22, MBF+20, NKG23, SMÖ+24, SHB22].

**blockchain-adaptive** [AAGX+22].

**Blockchain-aided** [SZM22, BKV22].

**Blockchain-assisted** [LW+24].

**Blockchain-based** [AVK+23, CMF+22, DMSCA20, GMAL23, JGL+20, KBTT20, LM20, LGCY22, MHL20, WMD+20, ZYW+21, ACBT23, BZG23, BYR+20, CXWY21, CXHC23, FWP21, GADFGMA21, KOM+20, KOM+22, LLCH21, QHNL21, RHY23, TLS+21, WHA+20, WSC+23, YC22, ZWZ+23, ZLZ+23, dAdSM+22].

**blockchain-driven** [TDS+22a].

**Blockchain-enabled** [FZT+23, LTB+22, MXW22, SRP20, CZH+24, JZZ+23, MFE+20, ZBB22].

**Blockchain-escorted** [MEL+23].

**Blockchain-secured** [DS+23].

**Blockchain-supported** [BAR21].

**blockchains** [DPLV23, KMS23, MMR23a, Mö22, NAK+22, SKA+20, WZZ+20, XZC+22].

**blocking** [ZGN+20]. **BlockIoTIntelligence** [SRP20]. **blocks** [FWZ+20, PRF22]. **Blog** [JZZD21].

**blogging** [PCM21]. **board** [BJP+20, Ano20a, Ano20b, Ano20c, Ano20d].
[PWV+21]. Capturing [GMF+20]. Car
[GZG20, SSDC22]. Carbon
[KXZW23, LXY21, YCS+20]. carcass
[DV+20]. Card
[ZJL+22, GFM+20, LPL+20, YHC20].
cardiac [PZLL21]. cardinality
[LYY+20b, SHDT21]. cardiopulmonary
[CHJ+20]. cardiovascular
[WFA20, ZXX+23]. care
[CHKJ20, TSKK23, UYH21, BSH+21].
Carlo [MMAH22, SWL+20, TBH23]. Carry
[KCR20]. Cascaded [HdAR+20]. Case
[SV+22, BZG23, CJC+20, CHC+20,
FMN+20, GDCGV20, GdOAO20,
JAAAZB20, LKJN+20, OLLP24,
OCMJFB+23, PMMG+20, RYJ+20,
TRB+23a, WQG21, ZZD22], case-based
[WG21]. case-study [FMN+20]. Cases
[LFM+22, AAM+24, JRW+20, MV21].
CAT
[YLG21]. categorization
[KHB23, ZGZX21]. category [XWK21].
catering [RNA+22]. Causal
[ADMG20, GLM21]. cause [SDV+21]. CBC
[HIMM20]. CCoDaMiC [DSC20]. Cecoin
[QHW+20]. cell
[JLC+20, LZZ+20, LZCGMVV20, SGDG23,
SZO+20, YWJ+19, YWJ+20b]. cell-edge
[SGDG23]. cells
[JLC+20, YWJ+19, YWJ+20b, YGE21].
cellular [Par20, MLN+21, YGE21].
cellular-connected [MLN+21]. Censorship
[iVIP24].
Censorship-resistant [iVIP24]. Center
[FAA+23, uRBIB20, dMBpdSC20,
CLL+23, MLX23, MC20, MMBD20,
RWJ+20, ZLL+22, ZJHJ20]. centered
[AdSM+22, FGP23]. Centers
[WMU+24, ADITS20, ATZP21, AT24,
APC+20, ATQ+21, BJ22, CHS+23,
DLH+20, HWQ+20, HWR+22, LDWZ20,
LCY+23b, LTT22, MBD21, MOW+20,
RFP22, SK20b, WHW20, WQF21, XG20,
XZYH22, YZJ+20, ZLW+22]. central
[BOM+22]. centralized [LAHN22]. centres
[CHKJ20, FCOJFM21, KTI22, RMC20].
Centric [AMR+20, BSM20, DHA+20,
NMR21, ABA24, CDY+20, DML20, Dut22,
GCCMK+20, HBB21, HCK20a, KTIB22,
Kho21b, MDDZ21, ODE21, QWR+20,
RMBMT21, SGDG23, UPK+23, ZHLM20,
uRLW+21]. centroid [SWW+20]. century
[FIABC+20]. certificate
[CA21, DLL20, LCB+20, LMW+24].
certificate-based [LMW+24].
certificateless [GWW+22]. Cervical
[GMH20, LSGA20]. CFD
[BDGG+20, PFM21, RKL+23, ZGW+23a].
CH
[WLAC20]. Chain
[BAR21, PCG+20, ABMM18, AB19,
ABGMC19, AB21, ABGMC21, ABMM22,
BFC23, Dho20, DC21, HLZ+22, KOM+22,
LB+18, LBJ+24, LW+23, MFE+20,
RLZW21, RKG20, SEL+22, SGE23,
XLH+24, XWD20, XQW24, YLF+23].
chaining [PCC21, WLZ+23]. chains
[AHSH22, AC22, DFF+23, LZ20b, RCR21,
YXL+20]. challenge [WFA20]. Challenges
[DRC20, ERG+22, GZPZ20, LKJN+20,
PAS+20, WU+23, WPPA22b, WPPA22a,
XZD+20, AAA20, ABC+20, AAM+24,
CFK+20, DFF21, FD21, HH22, HBSG21,
LWW22, LCO+23, MGB24, MMC22,
MKK+20, NY20, SGP+20b, SDD2,
WXD+23]. change [BBD+21, SVD+20].
changeload [BdL20]. changes
[BGR20, LYG+24]. changing
[GST21, YXXZ23]. channel
[GFZ21, GUR21b, HHH+23a, KAA+21,
LF21, MSKG21, SAD24, WY+23b,
XHL+24, YZZ+23, YLH+23, ZXXH20].
channels [SMC20, YLZ+20]. chaos
[SZM+21]. Chaotic
[PKR21, KSS20, WHP+23].
Characterisation [CHG+20]. Characteristics
[WCWC+19, WCWC20, CW+20c, LZ21b,
LGT+20, ZW+21, ZWL+22, ZCWC20].
characterization
Characterizing [CMMST20, WWS+23a, WYG+20].
charging [AYY’20, LDGS20], CHChain [TDS+22b], Chebyshev [JQS+21].
checking [GL20], checkpoint [MRD+20].
choreography [RFAA’23], cheque [KBTT20].
Chief [Fac21], children [XLCB20], Chinese [GF21, LGQ+21, LW21, MYT+21, TDLT20, XFJ+20, XY+24].
chip [Deh20, TBB+23], choice [KHB20], choices [FHF20].
cholangiocarcinoma [MZZ+19, MZZ+20].
cholangiopancreatography [HZX+19, HZX+20].
 Choreography [RPF21], chorusing [GZT+21], chronic [MSL19, TA23, WCW19, WCW20].
chunk [ZPS+24].
CIMAR [LC+22], cipher [SP24], ciphers [RMA+20].
ciphertext [CSB23], circle [Jia21], circulating [JLC+20, YWG+19, YWG+20b].
circulation [LCZB21, Cities [ALR+20, AAA20, BLH+24, BOL+20, CGFC20, Cd20, FCGPS+21, FFM+20, IB20, IHA+20, JAAAZB20, JKS20c, KMK+23, KGO+20, LCL+20, LCB+23, OSCB22, PJBB20, PZH+20, SNM+20, SGN+21, SLS+20, WHZ+20, YWG+21, BCM20].
citizen [DLGW+20, LZB20, ZKD21, Cities [ALR+20, AAA20, BLH+24, BOL+20, CGFC20, Cd20, FCGPS+21, FFM+20, IB20, IHA+20, JAAAZB20, JKS20c, KMK+23, KGO+20, LCL+20, LCB+23, OSCB22, PJBB20, PZH+20, SNM+20, SGN+21, SLS+20, WHZ+20, YWG+21, BCM20].
cityscape [Z21b].
civil [CPS+23], civilians [CMF+21].
CLARA [GMGV+22].
Class [RFd20, ALGMP+21, JTGH21, LFM+22, MKC+21, RZIX20, ZA22, LFM+22], classes [ERL+20].
Classical [SSA+23].
Classification [BM20, XYL+20, ALGMP+21, AGV23, ANH+21, Ben23a, BCM20, CCC+21, Cte20, DVF+20, DLR21, DCM+22, DLW+23, ERL+20, GDCVG20, GJK20, GMH20, HT21, HIU+22, HLW+23b, HQLH20, JTGH21, KLA22, LSN+20, LFZJ21, LFM+22, LLW+22b, LPT22, LAT+20, LP23, MRRM20, NKB+20, ORPG20, PZLL21, QCW23, SCAB20, SPWL23, SXC+24, SK21b, TM20, TA23, VMC+20, VPA20, Wan20, WDL+21, WWH+21, WLC+20b, XTL+23, XL20a, XWK21, ZXX+20, ZL21, ZZZX22, ZDZ21].
classification-aware [WWH+21].
classified [WCY+21].
Classifier [AYA+23, ALGMP+21, CCHA22, FPH+21, KAH+23, KP22, ZY21].
classifiers [BBB+20, LRML21, RHM20].
classify [HAK+21].
Classifying [SP22], classroom [SG20], cleaned [MBC22], clearance [KBTT20].
clickstream [HNV+20].
Client [QCW23, CCBFI+23, PBS23].
Cloud [MDG20, ABT20, ACY20, ACY21, AMBD+20, FPMJ21, FFB20, GZPZ20, GMM22, GPP23, HMO+20, HJW+20, JA20, KCR20, KVCY23, LKE22, MOW+20, MOU+21, MBB+20, PFP+22, PFS+23, PVA+20, SACW23, VGL23, WZ+20, WLX+24, YLZ21, ZTB23, ADITS20, AR20, ASH20, AKJ20, ADMM20, ATZ21, AdAHK20, AGC+20, ADA+21, BJ22, BLCAL+23, BPC+24, BKH20, BKB+20, BBB+20, BMIZP21, CMX+20, CK+24, CFC+20, CGD+20, CWM+20, CCL+20, CPH+22, CTWF22, 15
cloud-enabled [CCBFt+23, CKV22].
cloud-fog [EAA21, GEN20]. Cloud-native
[GBP23, VG21]. cloud-of-clouds [LPt22].
cloud-oriented [HRM20]. cloud-RANs
[SZO+20]. cloud-to-edge [RAL+24, TC23].
Cloud-to-Thing [VEH+23].
Cloudification [PVA+20]. Cloudlet
[SHST20]. cloudlets [GCT+20]. Clouds
[SDZ+20, CWB+20, GBM20, GB20, KPL22,
LYG+24, LPS+24, LPL22, NT22, PSC+21,
RRHA21, SCZ+20, SP22, TSB20, WLY23,
XRHS21, YGW+20a, YYXZ23, ZYX+20].
club [TDLT20]. Cluster
[CK24, CHS22, dFCC23, LCH+21, MZX+24,
MGGG+20, YSL+24]. cluster-based
[CHS22]. Clustering
[GAT+20, LLZ+22, LGS+23, ASA23,
ASYL22, AMBD+20, ANH+21, CIS+20,
CHL23, CIJM20, DWL+23, FBTJ23,
GEN20, GMGV+22, GPWL20, GLWP20,
GAYAW22, HCWD21, HMM+22, HDN+20,
Hu21, HSvB20, IMM+20, IAM+22, JYSH20,
JZM+22, KLW+21, LCY+23b, LZA+20,
LCH+24, MSG+20, PS20, yQhJL20,
SGDG23, WLR21, XW21, YHW+20,
YLKK20, YLZL21, WYS21, ZST+20].
clustering-based [GMGV+22]. Clusters
[AMBGS21, BJ+20, DNN21, DED20,
FLF+21, HDI20, JZLZL20, LW+21, KR20,
WCS24, XZT22, LFH22]. CMAC
[LZS+21].
CNN [AYA+23, BNA+21, GF21, HZS+23,
JZZD21, JL21, LYH+21, Lin21, MPS21,
MMU+21, QLE21, SK21b, TWY+23,
YIT22, ZXX+20, ZTH20]. CNN-based
[JZZD21]. CNN-RNN [BNA+21].
Co [CL21, HSG21, LT+24, YLGG21,
AdSM+22, BDGG+20, CCW+20c, LZZ+23,
MMPL20, NTY+21, THB23, TDM+22,
VPBE22, WFL+20, DWZ20, SN21].
Co-Attention [HSG22, YLGG21].
co-design [LZL+23, VPBE22].
Co-evolutionary [LTX+24]. co-execution
[BDGG+20]. co-facilitation [AdSM+22].
co-location [THB23]. Co-occurrence
co-offloading [TDM+22]. Co-Operative [SNC21].
co-scheduling [CCW+20c]. CO-STAR
[DWZ20]. co-training [NTY+21].
Coalition [LW23b, HBEK20]. coastal
[YBC+20]. Code
[TQC20, ATT+20, CIB+20, DC21, LHLC23,
MVL21, RRMM20, MTM21, PRF22,
SNS+20, WX23, WLY20, YLS21, HB21].
Code-Analysis [TQC20]. CODE-V
[HB21]. coded [BW20, PK22]. codes
[CIB+20]. coding
[DH20, HIM20, MSK21]. Coefficient
[ARMA+21]. coexistence [CDY+20].
coflows [WS23]. cognition
[GPW20, ZLH20]. Cognitive
[Elg20, SKA+20, WLP+20, ZA20, ZLML20,
AS+20, CHG+20, EKK23, GL+22,
KRA21, SP22, TPN+21, UCR21, VAXB23,
ZHGX20, ZTC20]. Cognitive-inspired
[ZLML20]. coherence [HZL+21]. Coherent
[DSC20]. Cohort [SuRMA+23].
Cohort-based [SuRMA+23]. ColabNAS
[GLF24]. Cold
[LGQ+23, Ngu24, RLZ+21, ZZZ22].
Cold-start [LGQ+23, Ngu24].
collaborating [RVJM+21]. Collaboration
[WMU+24, CXS+22, CPS+23, HZS+23,
JYP24, SACC23, WLP+20, YXS+23b,
ZYL+22]. collaboration-based [SAC23].
Collaborative [GCP+22, KRA21, LHI+21,
SYL22, XW+21, ZZC21, BNR20,
BY+20, CS+23, CW20, DW20,
GOA23, KCK24, LGY20, LD+23,
LWX+23a, MYL+23, MDG+22, QCWY23,
RGDMR+23, SCXX23, SGLB22, TKS+23,
TDM+22, WYH21, XZZ+23a, ZLF+23a,
HRT+22, KAF+23]. collaborative
[YBC+20]. collect [LLG+20]. collection
[MLZ+23a, TLN23, WZL+20, WLAC20].
Collective [EL21, ZZZ21b, FLF+21].
collectives [AHMW23]. college [WZT+20].
Collision [HAA+20, CWM21]. collocated
[DSC24]. Colony [Elg20, IMa+21, PAC+22,
SSB+20, bHFF+21, PW+22, YXY20].
Color [KSS20, LLW+20, SLH+20].
Colored [YJF+20]. colorization
[HWH+23b]. combat [SNC21]. Combating
[ZHS+23, KSS+21]. combination [CDX+23,
LZP+23, LTY+22, RSL21, RTD24, TIA21].
combinations [AKJ20]. Combinatorial
[AQ+20, MX22, SNC21]. combine
[ZZC21]. combined
[AMBD+20, MRD+20, WLZ+20, YXL20].
Combining
[RCLEB20, RAS+22, XW21, YhS+22].
command [FZT+23]. commerce
[RLZ+21, Zha21, ZXY+21].
committee [CFM+22]. commodity
[RWJ+20, Zha21]. common
[GM22, HZ+19, HZ+20]. communicate
[SM20]. Communication
[AMM+22, CA21, MJW+22, AAM+24,
CMF+21, CKW21, GPC21, KBTM21,
LCB+20, LDL20, LHY+21, LYY+20a,
NMR21, Par22, PSAI20, RHK+2, RHL20,
UJHN20, WCD+22, WXY+23a, XLCB20,
XLG+23, YYL22, ZNZ+23, ZGW+23b].
Communication-efficient
[AMM+22, CA21, MJW+22, ZGW+23b].
communications [CDY+20, RAA+20].
communities
[ARIB22, AO21, GZ+23, GM22, IMa+21,
PLBC20, POBK21, RVJ+21, SMD21].
Community
[AMR+20, FIA+20, LXL+21, MBC22, MMPL20,
VI21, ABAJ20, BPLFRL20, BR20, HLT+21,
LWW+20, MLC+20, WSXL21, WLLC20, YHC+22].
Community-Centric [AMR+20].
commuting [CHK20]. CoMP [WLZ+23].
Compact [SZW+23, QNHB22].
comparative [IM23, CHS22, LWC23].
Comparing [ASP+21, MSY20].
Comparison [CGM+23, PRF20, SHH23,
LKS+21, MJSW21, See20, VP20].
compatibility [UAACH21]. compatible
[HLZ+22]. compensating [LKS+21].
competitions [KAF+20]. compiler
[CPJ^21]. complementarities
[GMGV^22]. complementary [BZG^23].
complete [CDRS20]. completion
[NZY^23, WZZD23, WF^21]. Complex
[OOZ^23, Zhu^21, CCM^20, CDF^22,
IMu^21, MAH^22, PGHS^20, YZZ^23,
ZCWC^20]. complex-valued [YZZ^23].
complexity [BK^20, LCH^22]. compliance
[ZBS^23]. compliance-based [ZBS^23].
Complicated
[LZZ^21, Xu^21, LZC^21, Liu^21, YWS^21].
component
[SYG^20, SuRMA^23, ZMJ^22].
component-based [SYG^20].
components [AABKB^22]. composite
[LPS^24, LZC^23b, NVS^22, XYL^20].
composition [AL^20, CS^24b, KS^24,
LZZ^20, SMC^23, SBMN^21, WGLH^20,
WLY^20, ZGY^20]. compositions
[BYH^20]. compound [TPN^21].
comprehensive
[AUJW^22, ABGDT^23, HAH^23, KSH^21,
KAA^21, QCG^24, SSA^23, SZZY^22].
compressed [Wu^22, bZSC^23].
compressible [WWP^19, WWP^20].
compression [CPT^20, Dho^20, DC^21,
HIMM^20, MMPV^22, PBS^24, RLML^20,
WFL^21, WWY^24, YK^20b, ZWCS^23].
Comput
[AB^19, AB^21, ABMC^21, AB^21,
ABMES^20, ABMM^22, ABMC^22,
AR^23, Bo^20b, DP^20c, DP^21a, DP^21b,
FG^21a, GHEB^23, HZX^20, JLC^20,
KF^23, LYYG^20, SME^21, WWP^20,
WC^20, YWG^20b, YTQ^20a, YTQ^20b,
ZMZ^20, wZe^20]. Computation
[BMS^20, CZ^24, DSC^20, ZWH^21a,
AK^20, BJW^22, GZ^22, HXL^23, HGWC^23,
HB^21, LWN^22, LGL^23, LDC^20, LP^21b,
LWZ^23b, MA^23, MIS^22, MWL^20,
QCW^24, QC^21, RNRA^23, VDS^22,
VPBE^22, YW^21]. Computational
[DIB^20, IDM^20, RRH^21, BB^24,
CDP^20b, GCM^20, JAS^20, KIM^24,
KSA^20, LP^21a, MMFAB^23, WDSK^21].
computationally [PS^20].
Computations
[ACY^20, ACDY^21, CKW^21]. Compute
[BPC^24, LZW^23b]. computed
[MTH^24a, MTH^24b, SGBC^20].
Computer
[Fac^21, HLP^21, LBJ^24, MTH^24a, Tau^23,
BJ^20, BGNM^20, CDP^20a, MJW^23,
SWL^20, YMY^21, SUKN^22].
Computer-aided [HLP^21].
computer-based [BGNM^20]. computers
[DA^22, Gur^21a]. Computing [ARB^20,
AAP^21, BBS^21, BB^22, BS^20, GZPZ^20,
HGY^22, HB^21, MR^23b, NBB^20, PAM^21,
QKG^20, SN^21, SDA^21, TDC^20, VPBE^22,
WZB^20, WLX^24, XLL^20, ZLM^20,
AALE^20, ASB^20, ABT^20, ACG^20b,
ATC^24, BKV^22, BPC^21, BM^20, CK^24,
Cr^23, CM^23, CLY^20, CQL^23, CWS^20,
DCL^23, DAT^21, DPG^23, DC^20,
DF^20, DHH^20, ERK^24, uHA^20, EAA^21,
FWP^21, FCOJ^21, FTS^24, GVCU^20,
GBK^20, GMP^20a, GBH^23, GM^23,
GX^22, GZ^20, GZ^22, HHH^22, HZPS^21,
HCW^21, HXL^23, HCB^20, HCG^23,
HX^21, HZS^23, rHZnH^24, IT^20, JHB^22,
JYP^24, KHT^21, Kho^21b, KMC^20,
KCP^23, KG^20, LHC^20, LMO^22,
LM^22, LBGL^20, LYF^20, LFAIL^21,
LWH^22, LZW^22, LDSL^22, LL^23a,
LGL^23, LYS^21, LZ^22, LDX^23, zLZ^20,
LGL^20b, LFS^23, LJ^21, MB^24,
MZA^23, MKB^23, dAP^23, MG^23,
MWL^20, MWS^24, MEC^20, MBB^20].
computing
[Ngu^24, NUB^24, NLY^20, OGO^20,
PKB^22, PJ^22, PNL^21, PD^22, QPL^2a,
QL^21, QCW^24, QL^22, RNA^22, RR^21,
RAA^21, RBW^21, SJ^22, SY^21, SIG^24,
SP^23, SJ^20, SQ^20, SW^20, SC^21, SCP^21,
SSA^23, SS^21, SXW^22, SFC^23, SOK^20,
SGL^20b, SCW^22, SL^22, TDM^22,
TK^24a, TBG^20, UNR^20, VMM^20a,
VI21, VGL23, WLP+20, WDG20, WLD+20a, WWW21, WZXX21, WML21, WCRW22, WXY+23b, WX23, WGGB24, gWLBZ21, WPX+23, XKK20, XCH+20, XGY+23, XLG+23, XCC+23, YW21, YLKK20, YLJC20, YhSL+22, YL22, YZL+23, YGD+21, YCYO23, YK20a, Z5A20, ZLZ+20a, ZLZL21, ZMN24, ZWZB24, ZBS23, ZTB23, ZLG+24, HSR+22, computing-based [GZG20, SJQ20].

VII21, VGL23, WLP+20, WDG20, WLD+20a, WWW21, WZXX21, WML21, WCRW22, WXY+23b, WX23, WGGB24, gWLBZ21, WPX+23, XKK20, XCH+20, XGY+23, XLG+23, XCC+23, YW21, YLKK20, YLJC20, YhSL+22, YL22, YZL+23, YGD+21, YCYO23, YK20a, Z5A20, ZLZ+20a, ZLZL21, ZMN24, ZWZB24, ZBS23, ZTB23, ZLG+24, HSR+22, computing-based [GZG20, SJQ20].

VIII21, VGL23, WLP+20, WDG20, WLD+20a, WWW21, WZXX21, WML21, WCRW22, WXY+23b, WX23, WGGB24, gWLBZ21, WPX+23, XKK20, XCH+20, XGY+23, XLG+23, XCC+23, YW21, YLKK20, YLJC20, YhSL+22, YL22, YZL+23, YGD+21, YCYO23, YK20a, Z5A20, ZLZ+20a, ZLZL21, ZMN24, ZWZB24, ZBS23, ZTB23, ZLG+24, HSR+22, computing-based [GZG20, SJQ20].

VIII21, VGL23, WLP+20, WDG20, WLD+20a, WWW21, WZXX21, WML21, WCRW22, WXY+23b, WX23, WGGB24, gWLBZ21, WPX+23, XKK20, XCH+20, XGY+23, XLG+23, XCC+23, YW21, YLKK20, YLJC20, YhSL+22, YL22, YZL+23, YGD+21, YCYO23, YK20a, Z5A20, ZLZ+20a, ZLZL21, ZMN24, ZWZB24, ZBS23, ZTB23, ZLG+24, HSR+22, computing-based [GZG20, SJQ20].

VIII21, VGL23, WLP+20, WDG20, WLD+20a, WWW21, WZXX21, WML21, WCRW22, WXY+23b, WX23, WGGB24, gWLBZ21, WPX+23, XKK20, XCH+20, XGY+23, XLG+23, XCC+23, YW21, YLKK20, YLJC20, YhSL+22, YL22, YZL+23, YGD+21, YCYO23, YK20a, Z5A20, ZLZ+20a, ZLZL21, ZMN24, ZWZB24, ZBS23, ZTB23, ZLG+24, HSR+22, computing-based [GZG20, SJQ20].

VIII21, VGL23, WLP+20, WDG20, WLD+20a, WWW21, WZXX21, WML21, WCRW22, WXY+23b, WX23, WGGB24, gWLBZ21, WPX+23, XKK20, XCH+20, XGY+23, XLG+23, XCC+23, YW21, YLKK20, YLJC20, YhSL+22, YL22, YZL+23, YGD+21, YCYO23, YK20a, Z5A20, ZLZ+20a, ZLZL21, ZMN24, ZWZB24, ZBS23, ZTB23, ZLG+24, HSR+22, computing-based [GZG20, SJQ20].
[Gur21b, POBK21, SMKC20, ZZXH20].

COVID

[KSS+21, BCT+21, MMC+23, VCM+21].

COVID-19

[KSS+21, BCT+21, MMC+23, VCM+21].

CP [XRHS21, ZZQ21, ZPK+23], CP-ABE [ZPK+23]. CPABE [CSB23]. CPS [CCW+20a, CCL+20, LSH+20, QJS+21].

CPU [BDGG+20, Gur21b, MGGG+20, MTA+22, RNW+21, SLH+20].

CPU-generated [Gur21b]. CPU-GPUs [SLH+20]. CPU/GPU [BDGG+20].


[DRD20, FZC+20, RNA21]. credibility [KZB+23]. credit

[GFM+20, LPL+20, WYGP21].

CredsCache [CSH+23]. Crime

[Sha20, DNNG21]. Criminal

[LXI+21, WLC+20b]. Criteria

[GSKS20, PSC+21, IAJ4, SSDC22, YZX+23].

Critic [KPA24, ZZZF21]. Critical

[PFP+22, FFS+23, AB20, BGNN20, DP20a, GIPS20, LCO+23, RHM20, ZLZ+20a, ZLL+24, ZTP20]. criticality [CCDR22].

CRNs [KAA+21]. Cross [LHY+20a, BWX20, CKZ22, DFG+21, GZB+22, HZPS21, HLZ+22, LQW+20, ONK+20, PBS23, SD20, WWH+21, MSTN21].

cross-chain [HLZ+22]. cross-continent [GZB+22]. cross-core [LQW+20].

cross-datacenter [BWX20].

Cross-dataset [LHY+20a]. cross-domain [SD20]. Cross-MapReduce [MSTN21].

cross-modal [WWH+21]. cross-platform [ONK+20]. cross-relating [DFG+21].

crossbar [JPW20]. crossing

[YLL22, ZWW+20b]. crossing-workflow [ZWW+20b]. Crowd

[GSG+23, qLbZ20, WSC+23, YZX+23, NIB+21, RGRV+20, WDG20, ZKG520].

Crowd-enabled [YZX+23]. crowd-sensing [NIB+21]. Crowdsensing [WSD+22, ACBT23, KOM+20, LMO+22, LP23].

crowdsourced

[BEM+20, HYWY22, YZW22].

Crowdsourcing

[JSP23, CCHD21, KOM+22, MHL20, RLL+22, TDS+22b, XCSF20]. Crypto

[ArMa+21]. Crypto-ransomware

[ArMa+21]. cryptocurrency

[CCH21, SM20]. Cryptographic [AHWB20, RMA21, DAMS23, HX+21, ZPK+23].

cryptography [RMI22, SMKA23, WHJ20].

CShield [YLS21]. CSSsaS [HCK20b].

CT [SVFda20, Wn22, WZC+22, ZHP+21].

Cube [CNS22]. CUDA

[GDEBC20, PSH+20, ZGW+23a].

CUDA-JMI [GDEBC20]. cues [GSMF20].

Cultural

[WGLH20]. cultures [HZPS21].

cumulus [LWJ+23]. curative

[Bo19, Bo20b]. Curious [JAS+20].

Currency [AHWB20, BZG23]. Current

[HBSG21, SACN+21, MCM22, TLX+23].

Curriculum [DLW+23]. curve [WHJ20].

custom [MVLJ21]. customer

[ASL22, HCK20a, WBR20].

customer-centric [HCK20a]. cut

[LCC+24]. cut-and-solve [LCC+24]. CV

[CKZ+22]. CVFuzz [LCH+22]. Cyber

[AAABK22, DAA20, GCPM22, IDM+20, KVCY20, LLC+20, LGKA21, MR23b, NHY20, RCJZ20, Sha20, SKK22, VPK22, YLS21, ZYL+20, ZGY20, ASASA+20, CFC+20, CDG+20, CLQS20, DG21, HRM20, HMLS20, HBSG21, IA20, JXV21, Kho21a, KYP20, LCLA21, MLWA20, MV21, RPP+20, SZVVB+23, SVN+20a, SWW+20, SMM+23, TCMV20, VZDS24, WGLH20, XZJ+20, ZKX+20, XWW+20, XYY20, YD21, ZLZ+20].

Cyber-Physical

[DAA20, IDM+20, KVCY20, MR23b, LLC+20, ASASA+20, CDG+20, CLQS20, HRM20, KYP20, MLWA20, TCMV20, XZJ+20, ZKX+20, XWW+20, XYY20].

Cyber-Physical-Social

[RCJZ20, SWW+20, HMLS20, WGLH20].
cyber-situational [SZVVB+23].
Cyber-Attack [GCPM22].
cyberattack [BAR21, SSS21].
cyberattacks [uRKi+21].
cyberbullying [LYNC21].
cyberinfrastructure [QRS+21].
Cybersecurity [GMbDF+23, GMp20b, GAdFGMA21, RNA21, YLX+23].
CyberShip [SME+21, SME+19].
CyberShip-IoT [SME+21, SME+19].
cyberspace [GTG+21, HRGL21, YBX+23].
cycle [ADim20, CBC+20, PZL21, YCS+20].
cycle-accurate [CBC+20].
CycleGAN [HWH+23b].
cyclone [MXS22].

D [MThA24a, GLF+22, HldAr+20, HYRZ20, JZZD21, JL21, JPJO22, KSSR20, LGW+21, NMRK21, NQH+20, PB23, QJZ+20, TJG+20, VHP+22].
D-UNet [QJZ+20].
D2D [AQN+20, LHJ+21].
D3QN [CHS+23].
DACCA [HAA+20].
DAD [MCK+21].
DADIM [LWLH20].
DAFL [WYDB24].
DAG [AZA23, KPA24, MAS23].
DAG-based [KPA24].
DagOnStar [SGDK+21].
damage [CYZZ21, MM21a, YYB+21].
damping [LYGF21].
dangerous [ZY20].
DApps [KSE24].
Data

data

data

[OIG24, ONK+20, OTMN23, OWK+23, Pan20, PWW+21, PSMF21, PKLC22, PCCX21, PBC+22, PCACTMA24, PIA24, PDJS22, PS20, QHCH24, QRS+21, RMC20, RCP24, RRD21, RZIX20, RGRV+20, RW21, RWY23, RKM23, RB20, RFP22, RML20, RWJ+20, RSFB23, RHM20, ST20a, SGSSGC+23, SDGCB+20, SGP+20a, SCE23, SYYuR21, SYYuR22, SIG24, SVE+20a, SP24, SEKS+20, SBF+21, SH24, SDZ+20, SK20b, SW20, SNS+20,
SM20, SRA+22, SK23, SYHX23, SKTP24, SPL24, SDV+21, SGL+20b, SVN20b, Sun20, SZGB24, SLA+23, TSR+20, THA+24, TCW+22, Tao23, TM20, TAM21, TDS+22a, TSB20, UCR21, UJHN20, VPSC+23, VPBE22, WMD+20, WLAC20, WWY21, WWH+21, WLY+21, WFLC22, WHC+22, WYX+23b, WXZ+23, DWC+24, WWZ+20, WWH20, WWY+24, WLD+20b, NYGP21, WWS23b, WDSK21, WWS20, WF21, WC23, XKX20, XCH+20, XZYH22, WZ23, XHZ+23, XCB+20, XZZ+20b, XLL+20b, XWW+20, XZZ+22, XXY+24].

data-centric [MDDZ21].

Data-flow [GSK20, YMY21, B¨O20a, KG21, HRL21, IA24, JCK24, KP22, KG0+20, LMO+22, LLW+20, PSvL+20, SCXZ23, Sun20, YZ23, ZYS+21].

Deadline [HWR+22, NGCB20, GM20, HSR+22, HWQ+20, SW20].

Deadline-constrained [HWR+22, GM20, HWQ+20].

Deadline-assisted [GSK20, YMY21, B¨O20a, KG21, HRL21, IA24, JCK24, KP22, KG0+20, LMO+22, LLW+20, PSvL+20, SCXZ23, Sun20, YZ23, ZYS+21].

data-aware [Kol22, TSB20].

data-based [WWZ+20].

data-assisted [LLW22, ZLS23].

data-centric [MDDZ21].

data-driven [TSX+24, LMO+22, RVJM+21, FPH+21, LSN+20, PSMF21, SEK+20, YJB+21].

data-flow [GGA+21].

data-intensive [HLH+20, HHL20, RR21].

data-locality [BLT20].

data-parallel [LCV+23b].

data-processing [THA+24].

data-sets [OWK+25].

data-smart [SVN+20a].
database

BAMR20, CYH20, SG20, SHHT21, WYS20, ZTQ+20. databases

CKY22, KY+20, MSZ+20, SCL20, WZX23, YNK+20. datacenter

BW20, CMX+20. Datacenters

SZYZ22, BBMC20, TP+20. dataflow

YTW+20. dataflows [RCLEB20].

dataframes [PSS+23].
dataset

AHM20, BPC+24, JMA+21, LHY+20a, LF+22, TA23, BPC+24. datasets

ABB+21, DVEE+20, HsvB20, LHTSM+23, SXF22, TLN23, VCG+23, WSJ+21, ZIOT+20].

DATAVIEW [LXL+23].
dating

[LGT+20].

DAVINCI [LKE22].
day

[CHK20].

DBN [YHW+20].

dcCPI [LQW+20].
dCCEP-predictor [LQW+20].

DCEM

[ZZZ20].

DCN [DGY+22].

dDFPN

[WZ+21].

dDoS

[uRK+21, BeKTK+20, DG21, FD21, KCB20, LZ+22, MSLP24, NCLP21, UP+20, VP20, YNRPD23, ZZZ22].

Deadline [HWR+22, NGCB20, GM20, HSR+22, HWQ+20, SW20].

Decision-Making

[GSKS20, YMY21, AAG22, Bo¨O20a, FMM+20, KCB21, HRL21, IA24, JCK24, KP22, KG0+20, LMO+22, LLW+20, PSvL+20, SCXZ23, Sun20, YZ23, ZYS+21].

deduplication

[GSKS20, FMM+20, Sun20, YZ23].

deployment

[ABAM21].

decrypting

[ABAM21].

deciphering

[ABAM21].

decoding

[ABAM21].

decomposing

[ABAM21].

decreasing

[ABAM21].

decorating

[ABAM21].

decolonizing

[ABAM21].

decorating

[ABAM21].

decolonizing

[ABAM21].

decolonizing
LTXL22, LXL^+23, LHTSM^+23, MKB23, NRM20, NN21, NCLP21, PAM21, RAA^+24, RYL20, RSB20, SP23, SS21, VP20, WMU^+24, WFLC22, WLC23, WGGB24, WFA20, WTL^+20, XLCB20, ZWC^+22, ZLZ23a, ZZ21b, AGdS^+21, ASYL22, ASL22, ABL^+23, ATT^+20, ABL22, Ben23a, CLZ^+20, CQS^+23, CHS^+23, CZH^+24, CDC^+24, CHL23, CYH20, CMA^+22, DAM^+21, DML23, GS20, GRN20, HLP21, HIU^+22, HAqDE23, HJJ24, rHZmH^+24, JTG21, JZL^+20, JLW^+23, JXY22, KSP23, KNR21, KMK^+23, KS24, KLW^+21, KMS20, KCV^+21, LYYG20a, LYYG20b, LZK21, LZ21a, LLW^+22a, LFM^+22, LZW^+22, LCY^+23b, LBY^+20, LGL^+20a, LH21, Liu21, LYS^+22, LWF^+23, LGL^+20b, LP23, MSLJ20, MYL^+23, MK20, MK21, MK22, Ngu24, PDF21, RRAB24, SMU^+21, SW22, SMS^+24, TWM^+23, TBG^+20, TK24b, UPD^+20, Wan20, WCHA20, WLLF20, WLLY20, defen
depd [Deep-learning-based [DAM^+21].
DeepAMD [TuRJ^+21]. Deeply [LZS^+21, LSB21, Wan21, LSL^+20, LF21, WS21].
Deeply-learned [Wan21, LSL^+20, WSL21].
DEEPSEL [ARA^+23, ARA^+22].
DeepVulSeeker [WWXZ23]. default [ZY^+23]. defect [LFZ21, LAT^+20].
Defending [CCL^+22, IWS^+23a, PCK20, QLI21, TTZ^+21, WZHX23, WMCH22].
Defense [Elg20, DG21, HBSG21, LW24, NCLP21, RBMC22, SUK22, TSM24, WGG^+20, YNVRP23, YD21, ZZZ^+22, ZFZ23].
defenses [SCB24]. defen [KP22].
denoising [XLS^+21]. Dense [CKZ^+22, LZCGMV20, NTA^+22, SGD23].
Density [LGS^+23, ANH^+21, FBTJ23, QNRA23, YLZL21]. density-based [ANH^+21, FBTJ23]. dependence [BSF^+20].
derivation [XCB^+20]. derived [BLH^+24]. DESC [CHL23]. DESC-IDS [CHL23].
DeScan [dVIP24]. descen [PDA^+20].
description [FSD^+20, JWLW21, ZKG^+22].
Design [CDG^+20, H21, LZZX20, MSR20, RBLD21, SK21a, TH^+24, Zha20, AK20, AABKB22,
designed [YLC20]. Designing [AMBD+20, GCM21, KMS23, RLML20, YPEK23]. designs [ASPG+21, JPW20].
destructive [DP20a]. Desynchronization [SSB+20]. detail [XCS+22]. Detect [WW20, MS20, OHÁV20, RZIX20, RGRV+20, SGL+20a]. Detecting [AJPM20, GDGP20, HLL+20, Kho21b, MLWA20, MJSW21, MJZC21, PSMF21, PFS+23, POBK21, YXL+21, ZLST23, ARI22, AOF21, AGYS20, GPWL20, GIPS20, ISD22, JSV21, KSA+20, MK+24, NAC+22, PLBOC20, XWM20].

detection [PJL+24, PCK20, PFGDM22, PZLL21, RAA+24, RAA+20, RCdF+21, RLBC22, RVJMJ+21, SMT+21, SDVC22, SPWW21, SN21, SHK23, SMT+23, SDV+21, TGD+20, TTD+20, LLL+22, TCW+22, TNL23, TSM+24, UPD+20, UUH+22, VFOV20, VP20, WLL22, WLC23, WZX+21, XLS+21, XCL+20, YHC+22, YLL22, YLF+23, YLZ+24, YPX+20, YYL22, YYY+21, ZCQ+23, ZLLD21, ZLPZ21, ZL22, ZLSS2b, ZGG+22, ZLP+22, ZL22, ZZZ21b, ZY21, Zln21, ZHP+21, ZWC20, ZCS20, uRK+21, AWMM+23].
detection/tracking [ZLS22b]. Detail [HZL22, JLL22, JLW+23, MS20].
determinable [LWZ+23a]. determination [AP20, CLZ+20]. Determining [ARB20].
developer [BPLFRL20]. Developing [CdSt+20, McCEANSM20, PBM+22, PBC+22]. Development
[EWS20, MZZ20, CFAA+20, CCP+22, JI20, PP+24, RGDMMR+23]. Device [NRBC23, uRLW+21, AK20, CHG+20, ENT+22, FLG+20, FZT+23, HWH+23b, LHL20, LZC+23a, PBS23, SCBP24, YW21, YHC20].
device-based [HW+23b]. Device-centric [uRLW+21]. Deviceless [MTD+24].
devices
[ACG+20a, BJW22, CFK+20, CMGI+23, CSB23, DFT+23, FFAFD20, HLH+20, HKS23, JCY+21, KAH+23, LQS+20, LLFQ21, TLX22, MA22, OMSL20, RZA21, RAB23, SWW+20, VDSB22, WCH+22, WZW+23, WWY+24, XRHS21, XCB+20].
devil [XCS+22]. DEVp2p [HZT+22].
DGA [ZLST23]. DGA-based [ZLST23].
DGSD [SHT+21]. DGT [ZLC+21].
DGX [GDS+20]. DGX-1 [GDS+20].
DGX-1/Pascal [GDS+20].
Diabetes
[ADP+22, WZH+22, OOB+21].
diabetic [DDMP+23, PRPFFRL20]. diagnose [DDMP+23]. diagnosing [XSC+24].
Diagnosis [TBJ+20, DKG+22, DRD20,
distribution [RFP22]. distribution
[BN21, CL21, GCM21, GAA+21, HAH+23, NLO+20, RPP+20, SHST20, ZHZS23, Zhu21].
distributional [ZC22]. distributions
[NLS23]. disturbances [RYL20]. Diverse
[WMU+24, Cha20, KKZW23, YSL+22].
diversification [YZ23]. Diversified
[HPY20]. Diversity [AKJ20, CATD+24].
Divide [SYYuR21]. Divide-and-Conquer
[SYYuR21]. DL [RFd20]. DL-Foil
[RFd20]. DMEIRL [Rd20]. DL-Focl
[RFd20]. NLO
[BSH]. Divide
[WYDB24, AR20, DOR+21, Kad20, KCB20, LP21b, LZX+23b, PSvL+20, PYL22, SD20, SNS+20, TDS+22a, WCH20, XLS+21].
domain-independent [SD20]. domains
[NQ+23, V21]. dominance [SMC23].
dominated [KSSR20, WM21]. DONS
[BK22]. double
[LBJ+18, LBJ+24, MXW22, RWG21, SS21, TTH20, WHF+23]. double-blockchain
[RWG21]. Down [BMD+21, AHMW23]. DP
[ZHH+23, ZXX20]. DP-TraGAN
[ZHH+23]. DPLRS [WZJ+22]. DQN
[LMNC22]. DR [DLC+22, FWP21].
drainage [ZMZ+19, ZMZ+20]. Dredas
[FBL+20]. drift [MKK+24, XCL+20]. drifts
[ST20a]. drilling [LCZB21, SYXW21].
drive [SMC+20]. Driven
[AWM+23, MZ20, TSX+24, ATC+24, BLGCLA+23, CF24, dATBMA23, FPH+21, FTS+24, GDCGVG20, GAA+21, KA21, LMO+22, LSN+20, LDGS20, MIMS20, PLBOC20, PSMF21, RAS+20, RVJMJ+21, SMC23, SYG+20, SEKS+20, TDS+22a, TDS+22b, WYGP21, WWS20, XHW20, YLF+23, YJB+21, HDN+20, MGX+23].
Driver [BQI+20, SSDC22, XLMC22].
Driverless [DRC20]. driving
[BQI+20, SCXZ23, WFLC22, ZGW+23b].
drone [KSS+21, MZA23, NMRK21, QCY+21, SBMN21]. drone-based
[KSS21]. DroneCOCoNet [QCY+21].
drones [ISD20, NKG23]. drought
[BBM+22]. drug [DFG+21, LP21a]. DS
[TMT22]. DS [LMA21]. DSL
[MMF20]. DSN [RPP+20]. Dual
[WSL+23, RPP+20, ZZZ+23, WWY+24].
Dual-attention [WSL+23]. DUAL-C
[WWY+24]. dual-view [ZZZ+23]. duct
[HZX+19, HZX+20]. duration [MST+21].
during [MM21a, MSK+21, RHM20, TPF+20, VCM+21]. DVFS
[HSS20]. DVFS-enabled [HSS20]. DWT
[CKZ+22]. DWT-CV
[CKZ+22]. DX [JLP+21].
Dynamic
[BK22, DHD20, FTZM20, FCOJFM21, FZ20, GY+20, HSGX22, KCP23, MMP+23, MGX+23, MA22, OLL24, PNL+21, RBMCLH22, SME+21, SYXW21, SGL+20b, TWW23, UUK+21, XCD20, ZGW20].
ZW+23, AM20, AOF21, AKE22, BLH+24, BSB+22, BSH+21, BGMK22, CEC20, CDX+23, CZZ+23b, CDT+22, DCD+24, DFZ+20, EBA+22, FWP21, GW22, GZF+20b, HTAY21, HS21, HX21, bHFF+21, IT20, JA20, JWC22, KF22, KF23, KYY+20, LHC+20, LWW+20, LDLS22, LQYL21, LZX+23b, LWH20, LCGMVV20, LEXH20, MLN24, MECRFD20, MFMS20, MHA+24, NGCB20, NNH+20, PBM+22, PLBOC20, PL+23, PS+20, PLa24, QGH+22, QNRA23, RSFB23, SME+19, ST20a, SGSSGC+23, SAT20, TYR22, TSB20, WLY+20, WKW+22, XWD20, YYW+21, Yu21, YNK+20, ZWC+22, WMNV20, LKE22].
dynamics [BBB+24, GW22, KMR21, LGZ+24, MEL+23, MMF23, RGRV+20,
TBO20, TA21, XZD+21. **DYVERSE** [WMNV20].

**E-commerce**
[Zha21, ZWY+21, RLZW21, YDL+20].

**E-health**
[GPC21]. **E-healthcare**
[WHF+23, ZHG20]. **e-learning**
[SG20]. **e-voting**
[KAK20]. **EagleMine** [FLF+21].

**EAIS** [YTH22]. **EANDC** [ASYL22].

**Early**
[LVNC21, ArMA+21, ARA+22, ARA+23, ESSS+21, KNW21, KRA21, MASRAM+22, RGRV+20, WYG21, ZLS23, ZHP+21].

**early-stage** [ZHP+21]. **Earth**
[FAA+23, MBZ+21]. **earthquake**
[CMF+21]. **Easy** [CPJ+21]. **EB** [ZKL+23].

**ECG** [HMM20, OMPSL20, WLL20, XL+21, bZSC+23]. **echocardiograms**
[PZLL21]. **Economic**
[AB19, ABGMC19, AB21, ABGMC21, RNA21, SCGVP20, ABT20]. **economical**
[SS21]. **Economics** [ABT20]. **ecosystem**
[ADAHA+21, Dho20, LGCY22, RNA21].

**Ecosystems**
[MÖ24a, PML23, RKG20, XXY+23].

**ECSNeT** [AdAHK20]. **Edge**
[ZBT+20]. **edge-based**
[AM21, DCC22, DML23, ZPQH21].

**edge-centric** [ZHLM20]. **edge-cloud**
[KCKK24, NPNC23]. **Edge-enabled**
[WMN+23, THVL24, ZZZ+21a].

**edge-intelligent** [DS23]. **Edge/Fog**
[QKG20]. **EdgeABC** [XGS+20]. **Edges**
[ACY20, ACY21, VMM+20a].

**EdgeSimPy** [SFC23]. **EdgeVPN** [SAF23].

**EDIT** [DBC24]. **Editor**
[Fae21]. **Editor-in-Chief**
[Fae21]. **Editorial**
[AMB+21, ACY21, BBS21, BDF+22, CCH21, DAAW20, IC21, LEWC24, NMR21, PJJ+22, ZWH21a, ZTP20, Ano20a, Ano20b, Ano20c, Ano20d, Ano20e, Ano20f, Ano20g, Ano20h, Ano20i, Ano20j, Ano20k, Ano20l, Ano21a, Ano21b, Ano21c, Ano21d, Ano21e, Ano21f, Ano21g, Ano21h, Ano21i, Ano21j, Ano21k, Ano21l, Ano22a, Ano22b, Ano22c, Ano22d, Ano22e, Ano22f, Ano22g, Ano22h, Ano22i, Ano22j, Ano22k, Ano22l, Ano23a, Ano23b, Ano23c, Ano23d, Ano23e, Ano23f, Ano23g, Ano23h, Ano23i, Ano23j,


elements [WZL20, ZZ21]. elephant [dMB20, VP20]. elevated [WC20, WCC20]. ELIB [MRR20].

elicitation [BGN20, DP20a, MP20]. elimination [IPP23]. Elite [LTX24].

electric [GH20]. Elman [WN20]. email [FAAS20]. Embedded [AG23, ACC23, BCS20, LTX22, LDD22, NQH20, RZ21, SK20, SMC20, ZXX20].

Embedding [CHS23, MOV20, NMI20, ODET21, WZ23, ASA23, CPH22, G20, HMLS20, LY21, LLW24, MT21, PJJ23, POP21, TY22, WC21, XT23, ZGK22].

embeddings [AR20, GDC20, GSDGP21, GSDGP21, Gas22, HT22].

emergencies [GW22]. emergency [SKS22]. emergent [BDK20]. Emerging [AAM24, WM22, YMS20a, IB20, LHW22, VKP22, VI21].
emissions [ISD22]. Emotion
[LF21, dAMVULM20, UCR21, XLCB20, XLL20a, YWG+20a]. emotion-aware
[YWG+20a]. emotional
[HZPS21, SSMdS21]. emotions
[AGdS+21, BEK21]. ENMPAIA [JLS+23].
Empathic [AdSM+22]. Empirical
[DP20b, TA23, ATC+24, GMP20b, LZJ+20, PLL+24, ZMJ+22]. Employing
[NLS23, DOR+21]. Empowered [CSD+23, AVK+23, Ano24k, MIZIU22, WS23].
Empowering [LFM+22, WLP+20]. Emulation [Elg20]. enabled
[GMMR24, LAHN22]. Enabled
Enabling
[CPS+23, CYG22, EBA+22, GZB+22, HN22, MRMB24, PBK+22, WMU+24, WZ+20, YLS21, ZLHX20, ZLF+23a, ZXZ+23, ARB20, ASH+23, CCP+22, EELB21]. encapsulated [SDGC8+20]. encoded
[LCCP21]. Encoder [QHE+20, STI24]. encoder-only [STI24]. encoding [PK22].
encrypted [CKV22, FRGBHPPS23, LZZ+23, NBJ21, SCZ+20]. Encryption
[SZM22, ATK+22, CC21, DDT+23, HN22, HIMM20, HWH+23a, HLI+20, KSSR20, LMW+24, MAS23, MTHA24a, MTHA24b, MTA+22, NHH+20, Pan20, PBSS24, TSR+20, UAACH21, WHF+20, WCXW22, WHF+23, WC23, XYH+24, XCB+20, YC22, YLH+23]. End [MG+20, PWV+21, TC23, ATT+20, BBB22, GBdRACG20, JM20, KHH21, LDX+23, LGJ+23, LLT+20, PSvL+20, RAB23, RSFB23, ZYF+22]. end-of-life [PSvL+20]. End-to-end
[MG+20, PWV+21, TC23, ATT+20, BBB22, KHH21, LGJ+23, RSFB23, ZYF+22].
end-user [JM20, LLT+20]. Endoscopy
EnveA-FL [ABMO24]. Energy
Energy-aware
[ABMO24, GB20, HCWD21, LLYG20a, LYYG20b, LHY+20, LYT+21, YLTH22, HRM20, HWR+22, PJBB20, PKL22, PWH+22, yQhJL20, RZA21, SHZMA21, SHB22, SKH20, SCW+22, TPD+20, TDM+22, TBB+23, WCZ+20, WFL22, WSL+23, WX23, WHW20, XLC+23, ZXX+20, YJLC+22, YZL+23, YWH+23, YSL+22, ZAH+20, ZGY+20, ZLHX20, ZL23, ZTQ+20, Zhu20, RNA+22].
Energy-conscious [PAM21].
Energy-efficient [GZZG24, HXL+23, LYY+20a, LHY+20b, LFHS23, RJA+22, SW20, SK23, WLL21, YXS+23b, DFZ+20, JXYC24, MDG+22, TBB+23, WSL+23, WX23, WHW20, YWH+23].
energy-harvesting [WFL22].

Energy-SLA-aware [MISB22].

Enforcement
[SME+21, SME+19, SNM+20]. Enforcing [MWK+21]. engine
[BGNBH+20, MDB+20, TLX+23, TBB+23].

EnergyCL [NBB20]. Engineering
[RMA21, BDK+20, FPH+21, LH21, LPL+20, NN21, SW22, SQ22, SZM+21, Wan21, WXD+23, ZGZX21, CECS20]. English
[LC20]. enhance [ARB+20, CMGI+23, KHB20, SMKC20, SZS+21, ZGZX21].

Enhanced [GMP20b, KIJ+24, RKG20, VMM20b, ADAR22, CATD+24, GWY+20, GBdRACG20, LY21, SNM+20, SzdLZ22, WZX+21, ZhHhH+23, ZLL+24, ZMJ+22].

enhancement [LSH+20, SCX21, ZYX+23, ZLPZ21, ZWH+21b]. enhancements [DFF21, UCO20]. Enhancing
[BQC23, dRRCdC20, SVN+20a, TDMC23, VMCM+20, EKK23, GFPB23, GLWP20, XLCB20, XHW20, ZL22].

Enigma [PIL+24]. enriched [MTC22]. enrichment [XK20].

Ensemble [AAH+23, JWC22, DLW+23, HAK+21, KCY+21, LWS+23a, LLZ20, LGJ+23, LSQA20, MGX+23, MKC+21, TWL23, TBG+20, YFQ+22, YLZ+24, ZHD+20, ZLDD21, ZKGB20, ZA22].

Ensemble-Learning [AAH+23].

Ensembles [LSMT+21, PBK+22].

Enterprise [AK20]. entities
[AAGX+22, ALS21a, HHLZ20, LZW21].

Entity
[JTGH21, WZZD23, GWZ20, YZW22]. Entity-aware [JTGH21]. Entropy
[LWH22, ERL+20, HLL+20, LZS+22, OMPSPL20, XYL+20, XLG+23].

Entropy-based [LWH22, HLL+20].

EnTruVe [RNA+22]. enumeration
[KHB20]. Environment
[ADMG20, FSBS+20, XZH+23, AWMM+23, Dho20, DCZ20, ENT+22, FFM+20, GS20, GEN20, GRG20, GMAL23, HSS20, HJJ24, HCK20a, HCK20b, JAC+23, KF22, KP23, KMK+23, KAF+20, LMO+22, LDLS20, LSH+20, LLZL21, zLSzJX20, MK20, MYM+21, MAM+24, NGCB20, PKR21, SKB20, SN21, SSB+20, TK24b, WDG20, WYS20, XWD20, XSW+21, YWH+23, ZLM+23, ZY20, ZZ21b, ZWY+21, FLTQ20].

Environment-and-Blockchain-supported [XZH+23]. environmental
[JAAAZB20, LZB20, ZT22a].

Environments

Envisioned [ZWC+22]. EOS [MXW+23].

epidemic [MSR20]. epileptic [AEZ22].

Episodes [LLP20a]. epistatic [PFDM22].

Epistemic [ACG+20b]. EPPSQ [LZ22].

equation [ARB20]. equilibrium [LX22].

Equipment
[LHW+23]. era
[DFG+21, RKP+21]. erasure
[BWX20, PK22, PAP+20]. erasure-coded
[BWX20, PK22]. erosion
[YTQ19, YTQ20a, YTQ20b]. Erratum
[DP20c, DF21a]. error
[EGDT20, EGD24, WYG+20, WWY+24].

Errors [LRML21, MRD+20]. escorted
[MYL+23]. EsPADA [VMM20b]. essential
[MMP+23]. Establishing [RAA+20].

estimate [ZJW+20]. Estimating
[PFS+23, VFOV20]. Estimation [LZJ+20, MSDK+21, uRBBBC20, CDP20c, DLZ+23, JWZ+22, KTIB22, KWL+23, LTXL22, LZC+23b, RSBM20, RAS+22, RLML20, SHZMA21, SHF23, WCD+22, ZST+20].

Fairness [GZ22, MÖ24a, GZB+22, MÖ22, WF21].

Fairness-oriented [GZ22]. fake [HAK+21, YXL+21]. Fall [GK21, CXHS20, LZP+23]. False [HAH+23].

Farming [CMA+22, GAP24]. farms [MBD+20].


February [Ano21w, Ano20r, Ano22w, Ano23n, Ano24f].


FedBnR [WXX+24], FedDCS [PBS23].


FederatedTrust [SCX+24]. federation [AAG+20, HMO+20, HS24]. federations [YMAAH22].

FedHEONN [FRGBHPPS23].

FedProc [MSC+23], FedRD [YYB+21].

FedSA [CMD21], FedSup [ZGW+23].

FedViT [ZLH+24]. feed [GSMF20].

Feedback [MMH+22, ZFM20, DWL+23, GW20, LWW+22, MXW22, SS21].

feedback- [LWW+22]. feedback-based [MXW22, SS21]. FellowMe [ARbL+20].

femtocells [YGE21].

Fetal [PZLZ21, QPL+22b, ZLP+22]. fever [LBY+20]. few [LLW+22]. few-shot
flexible [ABMES22, ABOS22, BK20, dMBPdSC20, BN21, Deh20, DBSL23, GAA+21, JR22, LDW+21, MDG+22, QHNL21, QWR+20, YFQ+22, ZZLF21, ZZXX22].
flow-shop [MDG+22].
flow [ABMES18, ABMES22, AB20, ABOS22, BK20, dMBPdSC20, BN21, Deh20, DBSL23, GAA+21, JR22, LDW+21, MDG+22, QHNL21, QWR+20, YFQ+22, ZZLF21, ZZXX22].
flowlet-based [BeKTK+20].
FlowGraph [RNRA23].
Flowlet [YLSL22b, DGY+22, ZHJW20].
flowlet-based [ZHJW20].
Flowlet-level [YLSL22b, DGY+22].
flows [DDMP20, GDP20].
Floyd [LCCP21].
FlowPM [XXL+24].
flowing [SXC+23].
fluid [BBB+24, MMFAB23].
Flow [ABC+20].
fly [SMJ22, WWY+24].
Focl [RFd20].
focus [RLML20].
foiled [MEL+23].
foetal [LZJ+20].
FoG [ARB+20, AMBD+20, BHH22, CMA+22, DK20, ETH20, FGB21a, FGB21b, GZPZ20, HGK20, HB21, KRW+20, PK22, QKG20, SDA21, VPBE22, WZL+20, WZB+20, ZGY20, ASBT20, ANA24, BM20, DPPGCCA23, EAA21, FMM+20, GS20, GEN20, GVCUGF20, GRN20, GSCP22, GMAL23, HHH22, HOMD21, HB21, HS24, KF23, KHHT21, KS24, MZA23, MMZ22, MWS24, NIB+21, PNL+21, PDJS22, RNA+22, RJA+22, RMBMT21, RBA+22, SYYuR21, SYYuR22, SIG24, SP23, TBG+20, VHP+22, VS20, WWY21, WGGB24, gWLWZ21, Zha20, AALEF20, ABAJ20, ABL23, NGB20, KF22].
Fog-Based [KRW+20, GRN20, NIB+21, RJA+22].
Fog-centric [HBH21].
Fog-enabled [CMA+22, FMM+20, SYYuR22].
Fog-to-Cloud [ABMD+20].
Fog-to-fog [PRL+21].
foiling [DATAA20].
fog [RA+20].
Foil [RFd20].
Follow [HJW+20].
following [GLF24, ZXY+23].
food [FGHF20, MBD+20].
foot [DDMP+23].

Function-as-a-Service
[MABK24, NUB24, BPC+24]. Functional
[ZHP+21, DDT+23, ZZZ23].

Functional-realistic [ZHP+21]. Functions
[MGZ+20, HRX+21, LLC+23, WBR20, ZLL+23].
fusing
[GPWL20, JL21, SZL+21, SDV+21, ZDZ21].

Fusion [TRB+23b, BHN21, CZZ+23b, CS24b, 
ESS+21, GHEB+18, GHEB+23, JZK+21, 
JAAAZB20, JYSH23, KMK+23, KLA22, 
LQG+23, LZA+20, LJ21, LXY21, LLW+22b, 
MMP+23, MR23a, Pan20, PCCX21, SK23, 
WLZ+20, WFL+21, XLL20a, XWG+21, 
YWZ+20a, YGS+22, ZLLD21, ZGG23, Zhu20].

fusion-based [YGS+22]. Future
[AB19, AB21, ABGMC21, ABM21, 
ABMESM22, ABMM22, ABMMC22, 
ALR+20, ARA+23, Bo20b, BDFR22, DP20c, 
DP21a, DP21b, FGB21a, GHEB+23, 
HZY+20, JLC+20, KF23, LBJ+24, 
LYYG20b, LW24, MTHA24a, MSM+22, 
NH20, SME+21, WWP20, WCWC20, 
YW21, YGD+21, YWG+20b, YTQ20a, 
YTQ20b, ZMZ+20, wZcZN+20, AA20, 
CLLCK20, DRC20, DP+22, JAAAZB20, 
KSS+20, MGB24, MSR20, PJ+22, PPM24, 
RK+23, SACN+21, SMIT+24, SAAEK22, 
TLX+23, TRB+23b, VEH+23, YGE21, 
YMS20b, uRLW+21, Fae21, Tan23].

Future-generation
[LWW24, MSM+22, PJ+22]. fuzzing
[DFZ+23, LCFM20].

Fuzzy
[AM20, VP20, BO20a, CCTZ22, CIS+20, 
GEN20, HLLW+23a, HCK20b, JKS20a, JR22, 
LWLW21, RAN+20, SN21, UYYH21, 
gWLW21, XYH+24, ZNZ+23, BQ+20].
fuzzy-based [RAN+20, BQ+20].
fuzzy-decision [BO20a]. Fuzzy-Genetic
[AM20]. Fuzzy-Taylor-elephant [VP20].

G [WYG+20, PKR21]. G-SEAP
[WYG+20]. GA [ASA23]. GABC [Elg20].
gain [WSXL21]. gait [KAK+23, KMK+23].

Game
[GFM+20, MBL+20, CLY+20, DG21, EKK23, 
HMO+20, HOMD21, KNY20, MMMZ20, 
RBSK23, SZD22, TBO20, TP+20, 
WGG+20, WCY+20, YJLC20, ZNZ+23].
game-based [RBSK23]. game-enhanced
[SZD22]. game-theoretic [KNV20].
games [AUJ22]. GAN
[ADM21, LGJ+23, WZC+22, YLY+23].
GAN-based [LGJ+23, YLY+23]. Gap
[MAM+24, GMP20b, TLK21].
Gap-Priority [MAM+24]. gapped
[Gur21a, Gur21b]. GARLSched [LZ22].
Gas [PRD+22]. Gated [uRKi+21, LZP23].
gateway [ARHT20, CB+20, DLG20, 
OGO+20, SJY+20, YVY+20, MO24b].

Gateways [DPG20, CHJK22]. gathering
[DSRG22, PGMP23].
GDPR [ZBS].
gearbox [SDGB+20]. gem5 [CBC+20].
gem5-x86 [CBC+20]. gen [MR23b]. gene
[JLC+20, JZM+22, YWG+19, YWG+20].

Gener [AB19, AB21, ABGMC21, ABM21, 
ABMESM22, ABMM22, ABMMC22, 
ARA+23, Bo20b, DP20c, DP21a, DP21b, 
FGB21a, GHEB+23, HZ+20, JLC+20, 
KF23, LYYG20b, SME+21, WWP20, 
WCWC20, YWG+20b, YTQ20a, YTQ20b, 
ZMZ+20, wZcZN+20]. general
[CCHA24, LZC+23b, ST20a].
generalization [KLA22]. generated
[BOL+20, Gur21b]. Generating
[DOR+21, OTMN23, XCS+22]. Generation
[DNNG21, Fae21, LBJ+24, MTHA24a, 
Tan23, UADD21, AHH20, AKA20, AKF+20, 
AGG+20, BDFR22, CCS23, DCC22, 
HLW+23a, rHzmH+24, LCH+22, LW24, 
LGC+21, LGCY20, LGL+20a, MYT+21, 
MSR20, MSM+22, PJ+22, PCCX21, 
PPM24, RCD+21, YGD+21, ZZ21a, 
ZHH+23, dVGB+20]. generations
[WD24]. Generative
[LZW+22, RA+24, CCHA22, CSS22, 
DCC+22, HRX+21, SHK23, WFL+21, 
WZC+22, YYY+23, ZZ21a]. GENerator
[MMR+23b]. generators [CCS23].
Genetic [AM20, Elg20, NK20, PLBOC20, ASA23, AEZ22, DP20a, DDMP+23, DSW+20, DZXS21, HMO+20, KSSR20, KA22, LEXH20, MISB22, Pan20, XLL+21].
genome [GLF+22, WX+23]. genomics [YC22].
geographically [HWR+22, LCL22, LS23b].

Ghost [GSG+23]. Glaucoma [DKG+22].
gliomas [MXL+20]. Global [MLC+20, CZCH24, DLC+22, GAA+21, KV22, LLZ20, OWK+23, SMKA23, SZW+23, SZL+21, DWSK21, YLGG21].

goal [BEL20, dATBMA23, LHA20].
goal-driven [dATBMA23].
goal-rationality [BEL20]. good [GZ+23, LSS+22, OMPSP+20].


GP-NFS [HCG+23]. GPARS [WCS24].

GPGPUs [WYG+20]. Gpipe [ZLQ23].
GPS [PZHD20]. GPS-aided [PZHD20].

GPU [ASB+23, BDGG+20, CMGI+23, CDC+24, HYC+21, bHFF+21, JPJO22, JCK24, KCP23, LAHN22, LCH+21, LWJ+23, LCS+23, LXL+23, NQH+20, NQB+23, QNRA23, RTD24, RKP+21, RLML20, S12k20, SCK+22, WCS24, ZGW+23a, ZGN+20, ZHLM20].

GPU-accelerated [JCK24].

GPU-algorithms [RTD24]. GPU-based [Sk20]. GPU-Enabled [LXL+23].

GPU-parallel [RLML20]. GPUs [CCP+20, KW20, PDA+20, QNH22, SLH+20, SCA22, TBA23, YLTH22].

gradient [LYKK22, LMCSE20, ZLC+21].
grading [MXL+20]. Gradual [ArMA+21, SCL20].
grained [CFL+20, FLTQ20, HZZ+20, JZL+20, JHV+20, MHL20, SGL+20a, WCX22].

grams [ZZX+20]. granularity [GPWL20, TLJ+22].

Graph [FWX23, GTG+21, HCL+22, LZW+21, MMR+23b, PJJ+22, PJLL23, TLM21, TZW+22, WCS24, XCH+20, WXZM24, YLGG21, YZL+20, AB20, BLH+24, CYH20, DNN21, DBSL23, GEN20, GYA22, GZG24, HTLM21, HDD20, Hu21, IAM+22, JLY21, JWZ+22, KLV+21, LSN+20, LP21a, LXY+21, LWL23a, LWS+23b, LYG+24, LRY+23b, LDCZ20, LH20, LCCP21, MSLP24, MJZC21, NZY+23, RLZW21, SHT+21, SHDT21, SCL20, SPWW21, SVN20b, SZO+20, WZZ23, WXZ23, WLY+24, WLS+24, WLR21, WC23, XLT+23, XZD+21, Xu21, YLSL22b, YLF+23, YYKK20, ZN21, ZJW+20, ZLP+22, ZHLM20, ZYL+22, DMPS23, PJL+24, YLGG21, ZWW+23].

graph-augmented [WCL+24].

Graph-based [XCH+20, LH20, XZD+21].

Graph-CAT [YLGG21].

graph-clustering-based [Hu21].

graph-encoded [LCCP21].

graph-evolution [LYG+24].

graph-kernel-based [MJZC21].

Graph-powered [PJJ+22].

graph-temporal [LGY+23]. graphical [JM20, LOH+23].

graphics [MFMSG20, XW20].

Graphs [AFMG+22, AMNZ20, AD21, BFG+22, FTP20, BEKF21, CDF+22, CYG22]
DOR+21, LPT22, LHW20, LL20, MBGC20, MAQ+20, SCC20, TLM21, TD21, WCW+21, WSXL21, WWF+23. Great [HiDAR+20]. Greedy [JZM+22].

DOR Green [FNR20, HBEK20, RMC20, SCX21, TP+20, WYD20, ZGY20, ZWZ+21]. grid [BHSH22, CFD+20, DGT24, GPWL20, GJC+20, LXZ+20, LGL+20a, TAM21].

gripping [WYX+23b]. grids [APC+20, LZZ+23]. grippers [AVG23].

ground [CDX+23, GMA+22]. Group [AND24, DKD22, GCH+22, ANA24, FFM+20, KJYC23, LWC23, LGYC20, MMH+22, ZWW+20a, GPC21, LFM+22].


Guided [SGS24, BH21, FLF+21, YZS+21]. guiding [MX+23].


Hamming [TGJ+20]. hand [HZLH21, SG20, SZL+21, XYL+20]. handle [BGR20, TM20]. Handling [AND24, See20, SCL20, ZT22a, CDF+22, ST20a]. handover [GPC21].

Handwriting [KNR12, MMP+23]. hard [YWDC23].

hard-transiting [YWDC23]. hardness [AVG23]. hardware [DJP+24, BCSS20, CF20, FSD+20, HBK20, LLC+22, LZZ+23, MSR20, SCBP24, SHF23, TLC+20, WD24, XHW20].

hardware-based [SCBP24]. hardware-bound [DJP+24].


headsets [FHGF20]. Health [DP20c, DP21a, DP21b, PSAL20, PRPPFRL20, SZM22, WWC+24, ZDZ21, ASYL22, BDFR22, DP19, GW22, GPC21, MAC+21, NLO+20, OCMJFB+23, SGSGGC+23, UCR21, UYH21, ZWX+23].


HealthXAI [KRA21]. Heart [AYHA20, HiDAR+20, TBG+20, AIM23, LZJ+20, QPL+22b, SYG+20, YXLB20].

heating [BK+20]. HEGrid [WYX+23b]. height [MXS22]. Hellinger [PCXX21].

hemodialysis [CHX20]. hepatitis [WCWC19, WCWC20]. herd [VP20].

Hermes [BVCH22]. hetero [LMO+22]. hetero-crowdsensing [LMO+22].

Heterogeneity [LBGL20, YZL+23].

Heterogeneity-aware [LBGL20, YZL+23].

Heterogeneous [BDGG+20, KKT+23, LWJ+23, LP21b, NLSY20, NBB20, ORPPG20, RNRA23, AMM+22, AACJ23, ACG+20a, AQX+20, AMBGS21, ATC+24, BL+24, BBM+22,
heterogeneous-graph-driven [YLF+23].


HMMs [LP+20]. Hoc [ZW+23, FPM+21, SK+20, UJH+20].

HOG [ZY+21]. Holistic [MBD+21, Ng+20, MB+20]. home [DCC+20, FMM+20, GZ+20, MAC+21, OQZ+23, QMN+24, SKT+24, YXL+20, ZTC+20, RGDMM+23]. homes [JHY+20, RAS+20, RLQ+21].

homogeneous [CV+20, ZTB+23].

homomorphic [FW+20, HN+23, MTA+22, YC+22]. homomorphically [FRG+23]. honest [FZ+20]. honeynet [RZ+21].

honeypot [AZ+23]. Honing [CIB+20]. hooks [AK+21]. hop [HB+21, MR+23].

Hopfield [CL+21]. horizontal [HSG+22].

horizontal [WL+23]. hospital [TD+20, YXL+20]. hospitals [K+21].


HPC [LFY+22, ACA+23, CKW+21, dFC+23, EBA+22, MGG+20, MAB+20, MBC+23, NKB+20, NSR+23, PMM+21, PBB+22, PP+22, SSB+20, SLA+23, VSV+23, WD+24].


I-Scheduler [EMHE21]. I/O [BBN+20, EELB21, KHS21, LFHS23].

I/Oclouds [MTD+24]. IaaS [PVA+20, SPL22, TBO20]. IBoNN [NAC+22]. Icing [CFD+20].

ICN [BBP22, HGKC20, RPK+23, URN+20, XZZ+20b, ZLS+20]. ICN-based [URN+20].

ICN-IoT [BBP22, RHK+23]. ICT [PPM24]. ICTBioMed [SJD+20].

ICU [WDL+21]. IDDA net [MGX+23]. ideation [MBJ22].

Identification [BCCS20, AHS22, AYHA20, ARA+23, BH21, GWH+20, GDPCV22, IuRJ+21, KNNRI, KSRDI21, LZ20a, SCBP24, STS+20, SSS21, WML+21, WXZ23, WLC+20b, YLD+23, ZZ21b, YZF+22, Zhu21, uRKL+21].

identify [SBF+21]. Identifying [AOSA20a, DDMP+23, HZT+22, SXC+23, ZZB+22, MM21a, MSY20, MTC22, QM2X20, YXL+21].

Identity [BDM+20, LGCY22, LGT+20, UACH21, WSC+23, ZWWC21]. identity-based [UACH21, ZWWC21].


iFlash [ZY20]. Ignis [PMCP20].

II [WPPA22]. I2D [CSX+22, CM21, LCH+24, MZL+22, MSC+23, WXX+24].

IDS [JLZ+24]. III [GW20].

I2OT [DMP23, FWY+22, GLW+20, HNW22, LZF+24, PPMG+20, WLC+20a, ZGK+22, ZB22, ZWZ+23]. I2OT-enabled [GLW+20].

IIIF [SJKS20].

IIIF-WASPAS [SJKS20]. illegal [MCF20].

illness [KCY+21]. Image [GXS22, JL21, VFOV20, YJJ+20, Zhu20, ASPG+21, Ben23a, BBB+20, CLZ+20, CDX+24, CSC23, DVV+20, DLR23, DKG+22, GHEB+18, GHEB+23, HQLH20, JPJO22, KSSR20, LLW+20, LYF20, LZ21b, LHXL22, LWZ+20, LYH+21, MK21, QZHZ21, QC21, SGBGC+20, SCZ+20, WCHA20, Wei21, WFA20, XTL+23, XWK21, YBX+23, YQ+23, ZZZ21a, ZCF21, ZHZ2, ZHP+21].

K-means-based [ZP22], K/MAPE [JR+20], Kafka [MLZ+22, RCP24], Kafka-ML [MLZ+22], Keccak [VDSB22], Keep [LLC+23], KELM [CFD+20], Kernel [WWS+23a, CCP+20, MJZC21, SuRMA+23, ZGN+20, PSH+20], kernels [LCH+22, PSH+20], key [AND24, BGCL20, CDG+20, GCM21, GMAL23, HLW+23a, SK20b, WCXW22, XCB+20, YZW+23, YLH+23], keystroke [TA21], keyword [HDD20, JHV+20, JGL+20, LYY+22, SZN22, VI21, XYH+24, YLH+23], keyword-based [JHV+20], kidney [MSLJ20], Killer [YL22], Kinect [ÇYZZ21], Kinect-based [ÇYZZ21], kinematics [YJB+21], Kinesiology [RSM20], Kinesiology-inspired [RSM20], kinetics [YJB+21], Kit [BNX22], klepto [BHL+20], Kmeans [NTY+21], knapsack [FW22, TPD+24], Knapsack-based [TPD+24], knative [TK24a], Knights [GDS+20], KNN [DCD+22, SXF22], know [AAR+20], Knowledge [AFMG+22, AD21, BFG+22, DP20a, DT21, DMPS23, LZL+21, MMM+20, MBZ+21, SD20, BLH+24, BGNM20, BEKF21, CKFT20, DOR+21, GSDGP21, HTLM21, HDD20, LSN+20, MLP+21, NFk+20, NZY+23, PSMF21, dAMVULM20, RBLD21, RAS+20, ST20b, SDV+21, TD21, THVL24, WZZD23, WLLF20, WCW+21, WML+23, XLS+21, XCZ+22, YZW22, ZGK+22, ZLP+22, CPJ20], knowledge-based [GSDGP21, NFK+20, WLLF20], knowledge-driven [RAS+20], Known [HMT+20], Kohonen [JSV21], KRAS [JLC+20, YW+20b, YW+19], Kriper [RRDASML23], KubeAdaptor [SXZZ23], Kubernetes [DEJ20, SXZZ23], LA-MDPF [AAG22], label [HXWX23, ORPPG20, WLZ+20, XTL+23, YGS+22], Labeled [WLS+24], labels [DLC+22, ZHZS23], laboratories [LZHL23], labs [RGDMMR+23], LAFED [JZZ+23], Lagrange [SS22], Lambda [MGZ+20], land [WCP23, XWLC20], Landing [GDS+20], landmark [JSP23], landmark-assisted [JSP23], landslide [YLM23], Language [DOR+21, RPF21, CZ20, CMG20, CPJ+21, DDBP24, FSD+20, GRC20, OCBO20, PMCP20, QG20, YGR21], languages [ABL23, PP22, RMA+20], Large [AMNZ20, BHL+20, LHX+21, MM21b, TLC+20, CLCK20, CABB20, CCL+21, DRD20, DZB23, GCM21, GW20, IAM+22, JPJ22, KKL20, LOR22, LWZ+22, LCY+23a, LW20, MAAH22, MAQ+20, ONK+20, QMCX20, RZIX20, SGGK+21, SDGC+20, SEL+22, SW20, TDL+21, TGAP20, WF21, XWM20, YSL+24, YNK+20, ZC22, ZJW+20, dGSGT21, FAJ+20], Large-Scale [MM21b, BHL+20, LHX+21, TLC+20, CCL+21, GW20, IAM+22, LWZ+22, LCY+23a, ONK+20, SGGK+21, SEL+22,

Learning

Learning-based
[GPRM21, QCY+21, WGGB24, AHSH22, DDB+23, IA23, JZL+24, LTX+24, MSLJ20, MK20, MK21, OOB+21, RRAB24, SEL+22, TSM24, WLZ+23, WYZ+24, WFAO, XY20, ZZG+22]. learning-ready [PBK+22].

Learningo [KPA24]. least [CFL+20].

ledgers [MCF20, SK20a]. left [YCG+20].

legacy [OWK+20]. legal [HID+20].

legitimate [FAAS20]. LENTO [ASDLS23].

lesion [WLZ+20]. Less [LRML21, VCG+23, GSARS20, RZA21, ZWZ+21].


Local


mapping [BSOK+20, CL20b, JPW20, JPJO22, MMM20, NQH+20, SW20, VCK+20, WHF+20, YXL+20]. mapping-based [WHF+20]. MapReduce [LLP+20b, MN21, ST20b, TM20]. March [Ano21r, Ano20t, Ano22x, Ano23t, Ano24g]. margin [DLW+23]. marine [HAqDE23]. maritime [CSAT24]. market [BMB20, HGY+22, MMM+20, TBO20].


KSDR21, LZ21b, MMP+23, WWH+21].

Multi-Objective
[CKW21]. Multi-Operator
[PLBOC20, DK20, EJP22, LZLY20, SMC23, GBH+23, HBEK20, HLP21, HRGL21, RX21, IT20, LZCMV20, MECR20, PKR21, PWH+22, yQhJL20, ST20a, SXW+22, gWLVZ21]. multi-operator [SCR20].
Multi-Path
[CHC+20, VG21]. multi-provision [LZCH22]. multi- replica [YYW+21].
Multi-resident [LHF+20]. multi-resource [HZdL20, PZL21]. multi-resource
[dSOCF+23]. Multi-robot [TLX21].
Multi-round [XGY+23]. Multi-scale [GPWI20, YQJ+23, DDM21, DZXS21, YLY22]. Multi-search-rout es-based
[ZTB23]. multi-sensor [FMN+20, RAS+22].
Multi-server [ZSL+23a, K20, ZLF+23a].
Multi-similarity [YGS+22]. multi-site [PCC21]. multi-source [SCZ+20, GXS22].
Multi-spectral [GHEB+18, GHEB+23].
multi-stage [ASA+20, CKL20, GKB+20, XLS+21, Z Lith+23]. multi-stages [CWC20].
multi-step [ACF+21, BYW+21].
multi-strategy [PWH+22]. Multi-Stream
[KWL+23]. Multi-task [LHD+20, STL24, LWW23b, MMP+23, ZL+22]. multi-tasks
[AK20]. multi-tenant [MLX23, MVLJ21, MKB23, SNMWC21, WMNV20].
multi-terminal [ZYY+23]. Multi-type
[TWM+23]. multi-UAV [HYRZ20].
multi-user [LQY21]. Multi-view
[XW21, ZLY+20b, BAMMR20, LXH+21, LLY+21, NTY+21, PLL+24, ZZZ21b].
multicast [UADD21]. Multiclass
[PLHC24, TA23]. MultiCNN [PKLC23].
MultiCNN-FilterLSTM [PKLC23]. multico re [GOA23, LDD+22, ZTO+20]. Multidimensional
[AKA20, BBM+22, FW22, ZYX+20]. multidisciplinary [SRM+23]. multidrug
[MASRAM+22]. multifaceted [CP22]. multi grid [TBA23]. multihop
[FCGPSG+21]. multi-label [LHTSM+23]. Multimedia
[BOL+20, OV20, WZLY+20, ZHL24, ACC20]. Multi-modal [WYX+23a, ESSSS+21, LJ21, MTCSS22, ZZP+23].
multinomial [ASA23]. Multiobjective
[JXYC24]. multipath [YLSL22]. Multiple
[CCC+21, LXL+21, PYL22, QZHZ21, RLO+21, WMU+24, YLSL+22, CLY+20, CD20, DMP+23, DZXS21, GBDRG20, KOM+20, KGO+20, LYY20a, LYY20b, LTX+24, MRM+24, dSOCF+23, SDZ+20, SS22, SPL22, WLY+20, WFLY+20, XZ21+20, YLY+23, ZDD21].
Multiple-Feature-based [LXL+21].
Multiple-instance [PYL22]. Multiplex
[CZCH24]. multiplicative [MCLT21].
multiplier [HMA+21, SS22].
multiprocessing [AFL23]. multiprocessor
[JXYC24]. multiscale [JLT+21].
multisensor [KLA22]. multisite
[HDOP+21]. MultiSLA [FNR20].
MultiSLA-Aware [FNR20].
Multithreaded [FPF+22, PPGS20].
multitude [THVL24]. multitype
[ILX+20]. multitype-users [ILX+20].
Multivariate [ZCQ+23, CIJ20, GZZG24, HSGX22, PB23, PCACTM24]. multiview
[YGC+20]. muscles [LZX20]. mussel
[MBD+20]. mutation
[DFZ+23, JLC+20, YWY+19, YWY+20b].
Mutual [ARMA+21, ZN21, GLWP20, JYSH23, LLY+20]. Mutually [BK20]. my
[DCC22, RAN+20, XZZ+20b]. myocardial
[WZZ+22].
N [ZXX+20]. N-grams [ZXX+20]. Named
[ABC+24, BeKTK+20, IA24, NJB20, AAG22, AAG23, AAM+24, IA23, RMK23].
Named-Data [ABC+24]. Nano
[Gu122, Gu122, SAD24]. Nano-Sensor
[Gul22]. **Nano-Things** [Gul22, SAD24].
nanoprobe [wZcZN+19, wZcZN+20].
Napoli [MBD+20]. **NAS** [LGM+21].
national [OGO+20, OCMJFB+23]. **native**
[GBP23, PMMSE21, VGO21]. **Natural**
[DOR+21, QC20, YGR21]. **Nature**
[SUKN22]. **Nature-Inspired** [SUKN22].
navigation [ASH+23, Ano24k, IHA+20, KAF+23, SSDK22, TRB+23a, YVSG22].
NB [LCFM20]. **NCIP** [SJD+20]. **NCSLab**
[LZHL23]. **NDN** [WC20, WWL21].
NDN-based [WC20, WWL21]. **Near**
[KCJ23, SW22, CF20, dRFRB24, ICBB20, ZT22a, wZcZN+19, wZcZN+20]. **near-edge**
[CF20]. **Near-optimal**
[KCJ23, SW22, ICBB20]. **nearby** [Gur21b].
NEC [GMFC23]. need [CPIH+22, VCG+23].
needs [TLS+21]. negative
[HZX+19, HZX+20, LKS+21]. **Negotiation**
[TPD+20, FZC+20, STK20]. **Neighbor**
[BAK22]. neighborhood
[DZXS21, SYG+20]. **Neo4j** [SHDT21]. net
[YJF+20, YDL+20, ZG23]. net-based
[YDL+20]. **Network**
**network**
[MZAA22, RKP+21]. **network-based**
[GTG+21, LZW21, MXX22, QMC20].
**network-on-chip** [Deh20]. **Networked**
[MGM+20, BCC+22, GCT+23, KSS+21, WMCH22].
**Networking**
[ABC+24, ALR+20, BeKKT+20, DHA+20, HY20, N2B, AAG22, AAG23, AESI+21, AAM+24, dMPdSC20, CDY+20, MNA+23, QWR+20, QCY+21, WL2+21, YZ+20, ZW21].
**Networks**
[AMR+20, BSM20, BMZD21, Gul22, HDsAR+20, HDN+20, HSX22, HTLM21, HRY+21, MBJ+20, OMSL20, SAA+20, SJQ20, TZW+22, WHF+20, WLX+24, YLGG21, YMS20a, ABA24, ACF+21, AAA20, ARDI22, AOF21, ABD22, AQN+20, AKA20, ASA+20, AFK+20, BZG23, BGB+20, BSF+20, BAK22, Ben23a, BBR20, CCI22, CABB20, CECS20, CLZ21, CSD+23, CDF+22, CMA+22, CSM22, DGK20, DDC+22, FCPSG+21, FZC+20, FRGBHPPS23, GLF24, GMC21, GMI22.
networks-based [DCD\textsuperscript{+22}], Neural [HTLM\textsuperscript{21}, InuBJ\textsuperscript{+21}, IT20, KSDR\textsuperscript{+21}, LZX\textsuperscript{+23}, LSMT\textsuperscript{+21}, NRBC\textsuperscript{23}, NAC\textsuperscript{+22}, PJL\textsuperscript{+24}, TZW\textsuperscript{+22}, YGR21, YZL\textsuperscript{+20}, ZWW\textsuperscript{+23}, ACF\textsuperscript{+21}, CZCH24, CHW\textsuperscript{+20}, CLZ21, CL21, CDC\textsuperscript{+24}, CMGS\textsuperscript{22}, CMA\textsuperscript{+22}, DKG20, DDT\textsuperscript{+23}, DKG\textsuperscript{+22}, DBSL23, FRGBHPPS\textsuperscript{23}, GWZ20, GLF\textsuperscript{24}, GMH20, GTG\textsuperscript{+21}, GZZG24, HRX\textsuperscript{+21}, JYW\textsuperscript{21}, JZL\textsuperscript{+20}, JP\textsuperscript{+24}, JX21, JK\textsuperscript{+22}, LS23a, LP21a, LXH\textsuperscript{+21}, LHLC\textsuperscript{23}, LWW24, LZW21, LTXL22, LMCE\textsuperscript{20}, LC20, MSLJ20, MZLT\textsuperscript{21}, MMP\textsuperscript{+23}, MK22, MSGK\textsuperscript{21}, MSX22, NK20, NED\textsuperscript{+20}, QLJ21, QHE\textsuperscript{+20}, RSFB\textsuperscript{23}, SMU\textsuperscript{+21}, SP\textsuperscript{22}, SK21b, UUH\textsuperscript{+22}, UAS\textsuperscript{+20}, Wan20, WLY\textsuperscript{+20}, WWF\textsuperscript{+23}, WWS\textsuperscript{23b}, XLMC\textsuperscript{22}, XLI\textsuperscript{+20}, XY20, YLSL\textsuperscript{22b}, YZZ\textsuperscript{+23}, YJB\textsuperscript{+21}, YYL\textsuperscript{22}, ZWC\textsuperscript{+22}, ZWL20, ZL21, ZRH\textsuperscript{+23}, ZLZ\textsuperscript{+20},] neutral [KJS20a, neuro-fuzzy [KJS20a]. Neurofibromatosis [WTL\textsuperscript{+20}], neural [MR\textsuperscript{23b}, ZL\textsuperscript{23}]. Next-gen [MR\textsuperscript{23b}]. Next-generation [AAG\textsuperscript{+20}, RCD\textsuperscript{+21}, next-generations [WD24]. Nextflow [SHH23], NFSP [HCG\textsuperscript{+23}] . NFTs [HMY\textsuperscript{+23}]. NFV-based [YNVRPD\textsuperscript{23}]. nGIA [JZM\textsuperscript{+22}]. NIC [ZJL\textsuperscript{+22}]. NIC-QF [ZJL\textsuperscript{+22}]. NiFi [MWS\textsuperscript{24}]. NIMAR [LLC\textsuperscript{+22}]. NIST [OMP\textsuperscript{24}]. NLOS [PMT\textsuperscript{22}, YXL\textsuperscript{20}]. NNs [LRML\textsuperscript{21}]. no [AHN\textsuperscript{21}]. NoC [TW\textsuperscript{20}]. NoC-based [TW\textsuperscript{20}]. node [BH\textsuperscript{22}, CKW\textsuperscript{21}, HY\textsuperscript{22}, HT\textsuperscript{22}, Lin24, LPT\textsuperscript{22}, MLC\textsuperscript{+20}, Ph24, RMB\textsuperscript{21}, WS\textsuperscript{21}, JZ\textsuperscript{+20}, ZWX\textsuperscript{+23}, STH\textsuperscript{+20}. Node-RED [STH\textsuperscript{+20}]. Node.js [PRF\textsuperscript{22}]. nodes [BR20, GMGV\textsuperscript{+22}, HZS\textsuperscript{+23}, LS\textsuperscript{23a}, LWW\textsuperscript{+20}, NLS\textsuperscript{23}, SN21, XWM\textsuperscript{20}]. node [ZHP\textsuperscript{+21}]. Noise\textsuperscript{2}Weight [ISD\textsuperscript{22}]. noisy [DLC\textsuperscript{+22}, KIM\textsuperscript{+24}, ZHZ\superscript{23}]. NOMA [Kad20, PM\textsuperscript{22}, YL\textsuperscript{20}b]. Non [DVF\textsuperscript{+20}, DDT\textsuperscript{+23}, DLL\textsuperscript{20}, WX\textsuperscript{+24}, XPT\textsuperscript{+22}, BJ22, CXS\textsuperscript{+22}, CMM\textsuperscript{21}, DP\textsuperscript{20a}, G\textsuperscript{20}20, HPP\textsuperscript{20}, IC\textsuperscript{20}, JLC\textsuperscript{20}, KSS\textsuperscript{20}, LYYG\textsuperscript{20a}, LYYG\textsuperscript{20b}]. No-preemptive [DV\textsuperscript{+20}, non-orthogonal [DDT\textsuperscript{+23}, DLL\textsuperscript{20}, XPT\textsuperscript{+22}, WHC\textsuperscript{+22}, non-intrusive [TTH\textsuperscript{20}]. Non-invasive [DV\textsuperscript{+20}].
[BJ22]. non-small
[JLC+20, YWG+19, YWG+20b].
non-stationary [ICBB20, ZWL20].
non-volatile [MSZ+20]. non-dominated
[CCL23], nonlinear [RZIK20], nonvolatile
[WFL22]. norm [CCL22]. normalising
[BMS20].

Northwest [ZZD22]. NoSQL
[CF21, SCL20, dIVGB20]. Note
[Fae21, RCJZ20]. notice [AB21, ABGM21,
ABM21, ABMESM22, ABMM22,
ABMMC22, Bo20b, DP21a, DP21b,
GHEB+23, HZK+20, JLC+20, LBJ+24,
LYYG20b, WW20, WCWC20, YWG+20b,
YTQ20a, YTQ20b, ZMZ+20, wZeZ+20].
notification [AHN21]. Novel
[CGM+23, LLC+22, PS20, WZH+22, YLF+23, ZLM20,
ABM19, ABM21, AMM+20, ALGMP+21,
ABAD22, AEN+23, ATK+22, ARA+22,
ARA+23, BARM20, DJP+24, BAR21,
CZZ+23a, CYH20, GZT+21, GPRM21,
GMGV+22, HCK20a, HCK20b, IAI20,
JLZ+23, JZL+24, KTC23, KV22, LSN+20,
LYGF20, LDLS22, LHW+23, LZX+20, Liu24,
MM21a, MKK+24, MRM+24, NMRK21,
NTY+21, QG20, SYW+23, WZB+20,
WXZX23, XFJ+20, YHZ+24, Yan21,
YZW+23, YBY+23, ZXY+21, ZXX23,
wZeZ+19, wZzZ+20, ZH20, JZM+22].

Novelty [GST21]. November
[Ano20q, Ano21a, Ano22q, Ano23v]. NSGA
[GW20]. NSGA-III [GW20]. NTP
[GdAO20]. Nuclei [ZWH+21b]. Nudge
[WMD+20]. NUMA [LLC+22]. number
[AAR+20]. NVIDIA [GDS+20]. NVM
[BQC22, LDD+22].

O [BBN+20, EELB21, KHS21, LFHS23].
obfuscation [CSS22, NMRK21, TLJ+22].
Object [AAA20, TQC20, ZLS22b, AGV23,
BQC22, CTFW22, CSAT24, JLT+21,
WLLL20, WZX+21]. Objective
[PLBOC20, CCL23, DK20, EJP22, GBH+23,
GW20, HBEK20, HLP21, HRGL21, HX21,
IT20, LZLY20, LTD+24, LZCGMV20,
MCRFD20, PKR21, PWH+22, qQu20, RPP+20, SMC23, ST20a, SXW+22,
gWLWZ21]. Objects [Liu21, CPPY24,
FMM+20, GMI22, KLH20, ZZT+22].
Oblivious [YVS+22]. OBPP [GNA+21].
Observability [SZM+21]. Observation
[MBZ+21]. observatories [RQS+21].
Observatory [FAS+20, ZKD21]. Obstacle
[HS21, MXW+23, TXX21]. obstacles
[AM20]. Obtaining [GLF24]. Occam
[GLF24]. occupancy
[Den20, dTGC20, RPSS23]. occurrence
[CL21, MML20, WFL+20]. occurring
[ZZD22]. Ocean [ZZD22]. oceanic [ZZD22].

Offloading
[KGO+20, LHH+21, SP23, SXW+22,
AAP21, ACA20, CZZ+23a, CZH+24,
GBH+23, GZ22, HHH22, HXL+23, HCG+23,
HX21, HGW23, HB21, LWNH22, LGL+23,
LZ22, LHY+20b, LGL+20b, MZA23,
MMZI22, MIB22, MWL+20, PNL+21,
QCW+24, QCY+21, SHB22, TMD+22,
TWM+23, XGS+20, YCYO23, uRLW+21].
offs [AP20, ZKX+20]. offshore
[SYXW21, YZL+20]. oil [SYXW21].

OIPSO [SYXW21]. OLAP [TMT22].
oligopoly [TDL20]. Omnicon [MMC+23].
Omnibud [GDG20]. On-chain
[KOM+22, QXW+24, XLY+24]. on-chip
[TBB+23]. on-demand
[ASAM20, SPL22, ZA22]. On-Device
[NRBC23]. on-site [PKLC22]. on-the-fly
[MSMJ22, WWY+24]. on/off [ACA+23].
once [IJZ23]. One [BBN23b, KYY+20,
ALGMP+21, FRGBHPPS23, KW20,
MKC+21, RCEB20, RZIX20, WCD+22].
on-class [ALGMP+21, MKC+21, RZIX20].
on-layer [FRGBHPPS23]. One-pixel
[Ben23b], on-sided [WCD+22], one-step [KW20]. onion [PGMP23]. Online
[AYY+20, AMR+20, BEM+20, BDF+22, WCY+21, WX23, WS23, AOS20a,
AMT+21, CIJM20, HSR+22, Kon21, KCP23, LKE22, LHZL23, LS23a, LYFZ20, LXH+21,
LY21, LZW21, MJB22, MM23, NKB+20, OOO+23, PWV+21, QPL22a, SSMD21,
SPL22, VPA20, WLC23, YYY+20, YJB+21, YLY+23, ZYY+20, ZZQ21, ZLZ+23b]. only
[LWZ+23b, STIT24]. Onto [ACC20].
Ontologies [KPG24]. Ontology
[ACM+21, GDCGV20, SZVB+23, ACC20, BSH+21, GNA+21, MLP+21,
PsvL+20, PS20, Tao23, TDMC23].
Ontology-based
[SZVB+23, ACC20, GNA+21, PS20].
Ontology-driven [GDCGV20]. opcode
[TLJ+22, DAM+21]. OpCode-level
[DAM+21]. opcodes [ZX+20]. Open
[KHH21, BPC+24, HHHH22, HH22, LGCC22, MRS+22, NLSV20, WMD+20, FSBS+20,
MLX23]. OpenABL [CP+21]. OpenCHK
[MMK+20]. OpenCL
[JCP+20, LCH+22, PSH+20]. OpenFlow
[AYY+22, YLSL22b]. OpenFlow-based
[YLSL22b]. OpenFOAM [BBB+24].
OpenMP [SWL23, WLYL20].
OpenStreetMap [TD21], operated
[WLX+24, ZLS22b]. Operating
[RZA21, WCWC19, WCWC20, RAS+22], operation
[CVdRA+20, FZT+23, Par20, TBB+23, YWH+21, ZL23]. operational
[MDB+20], operationalization
[dATBMA23], operations [CP+23, MV21, RCR21, WZX21, ZTQ+20, SUKN22].
Operative [SN21], operator
[HS21, SCR20, SZGB24]. operators
[HB21, SGCV20]. opinion
[LZZ+20, TTZ+21, WM21, ZLS23].
Opinions [VMCM+20]. Opportunistic
[uHA20, HYC+23, GLM21, WCY+20].
Opportunities [GZPZ20, WPPA22b, WPPA22a, CFK+20, DRC20, DPN+22,
LWHW22, MKK+20, WMU+23]. OPRA
[BE+20], opt [SC+22]. optical
[HZL+21, LYS+20]. Optimal [AAP21,
HCK20a, KMCJ20, LCL22, TSX+24, UKY+20, ASB+23, BKG+20, CDC+24,
DGL+20, GCT+20, GAA+21, HZT+23, ICBB20, KJC23, SW22, SCC21, SACW23,
TBH23, TA23, TIA21, VPA20, YZX+23]. optimality
[AMBGS21, BLMT20].
optimally [SPL22]. optimisation [RMC20].
optimise [DHD20]. Optimization
[AWM+23, ASM+22, AP20, Ben23a, KSDR21, LTX+24, LLZ+22, LGL+20b,
PSC+21, PAC+22, Sec20, SS22, SSB+20, YHW+20, YK20b, ABM218,
ABM22, Ben23b, APC+20, AJP20, BÖ20a, BGNSH+20, BM20, BRM+20,
CBW+20, CHC+20, CZZ+23a, CLL+23, CCL23, CS24a, CdO20, DT21, D2G20,
DBSL23, EAA21, GHEB+18, HHEB+23, GMFC23, GBH+23, GB20, GW20, HLP21,
JZK+21, JHK20, KAK+23, KV22, LLY20, Li20, LCW+20, LFM+22, LZW+22,
LWL23b, LGZ+24, LDDL21, LDW+21, L24, LZHS24, LZCGM2V20, MECRF+20,
MBM+20, NRBC23, NTA+22, dSOFC+23, PKR21, PWH+22, PAM21, QPL22a,
QKG20, RLZ21, SCC21, SLA+23, VG21, VP20, WX23, XCH+20, XLL20, WX23,
XZTC22, YLSL22a, YCH+22, YXL+20, YCOY23, YZL+24, YXYH20, ZHGX20,
ZW20, ZL20a, ZZ21a, ZNX23, ZHX+20, ZWZ+21, ZNW+22, ZLZ+23, MUL+21].
optimization-based
[LZHS24, PQL22a, YLZ+24, ZZ21a].
optimizations [LFYH22]. optimize
[RK20]. Optimized [BAK22, CSD+23, LY23, RRD21, TK24a, CCC+23, CHJK22,
Deh20, HTX21, JHH22, LZZ+22, MK21, NPNC23, PVA+20, WYZ+24]. optimizer
[AEZ22, FFAFD20]. Optimizing
[ERL+20, LCH+21, LDD+22, PGHS20,
RK+23, SCK+22, WGW+20, WY21,
Y23, QHE+20, VMCM+20, WWS+23a,
UADD21, WCD + 22, XZK + 20, YLTH22, YK20a, YYKK20, ZLQ23, ZLL + 24, ZHX + 20. performance-driven [ATC + 24], performance-enhanced [ZLL + 24], performance-focused [MEI + 23], Performance-oriented [WFLL22], performance-security [AM22], performance-to-power [DLH + 20], perfusion [WZ + 22], periodicity [SOKW + 20], periods [CL20a], permission [AAS + 20], CHD21, KZG + 22], permission-based [CCHD21], permissioned [HSGY20, RRDSAML23, ZLL + 24], permutation [ABMESM18, ABMESM22, HLL + 20, MDG + 22, XYL + 20, XLZ + 22], Persistent [TQC20, ZCWC20, BCB + 20, XHW20, YZC + 20, YYZ + 24], personal [YLZ + 23], personal [SZW + 23], perspective [GKS20, GTG + 21, LPL + 20, RAM + 20, SML + 20, VPSC + 23], perspectives [RHK + 23, ZWW + 23], perturbation [HXWX23], Pervasive [DAW20, YMS20a, KOL22, LGKA21, SCP + 21, YMS20b], Peter [Fae21], Petri [YJF + 20, YDL + 20], petroleum [LCZB21], PEWOBS [XLZ + 22], PFPMine [HHLZ20], Pharmacovigilance [DFG + 21], phase [AOF21, FAa + 23, JPW20, LZH + 20, NLS23, PAM21, ST20b], phenomena [ZDZ22], phenomenon [TDL20], phenotyping [MTCS22], PHEVs [JKS20b], phishing [LWS + 23a], phonics [ZLST23], phonics-based [ZLST23], photodynamic [ZMZ + 19, ZMZ + 20], photographs [ZLS22b], photography [YLZ + 23], photovoltaic [PKLC22], phylogenetics [SJWRS22], Physical [AABK22, DAAW20, DLHD22, IDM + 20, Kho21a, KVCCY20, LGKA21, MR23b, RCJZ20, SWW + 20, SRM + 23, VKP22, YLS21, YL20b, ZGY20, ASASA + 20, CDG + 20, CLQS20, EKK23, HLY + 23, HMY + 23, HRM20, HMLS20, JSV21, KYP21, LCG + 20, LCLA21, MLWA20, RPP + 20, SVN + 20a, TCVM20, TDL + 21, VZDS24, WGLH20, XZJ + 20, XZK + 20, XWW + 20, YXY20, ZYL + 20, ZLW + 22, ZXZ + 20], Physiological [WHF + 23, dRFRB24, HHB23], psychotherapy [CYYZ21], Pi [SNM + 20], PICEA [PKR21], PICEA-g-based [PKR21], picture [ZCF21], PIHA [SBB32], Pilot [HHS22], Pilot-Job [HHS22], pipeline [PDJS22], SDGB + 20], pipelines [datBMA23, MABK24, MWS24, NVS + 22], pipelining [TWT20], pixel [Ben23b], Pkg2Vec [MTM21], PKI [QHW + 20], Placement [PAC + 22, ATZP21, CCL + 20, HB20, HRY + 21, LZYL20, LCL22, LDD + 22, Man20, MOL4b, MA22, PKB22, PGH20, PSC + 21, SEL + 22, SMS22, THB23, THB23, WY24, WHL20, WLY23, XWD20, XZC + 24, TP + 24], Plane [MECF20, HYL + 20, MSLP24, ZLP + 22], planes [NPNC23], planning [HYRZ20, LS23b, LY23, LCC21, MDL + 23, MLN24, PPG + 20, TLK21], plant [ABA21], Platform [OCM20, BLGCL + 23, DJF + 24], BCSS20, CGFC20, CDF + 22, EET20, GZF + 23, GRG20, HCB + 20, JLZ + 23, LLFQ21, MAC + 21, MLZ + 23b, ONK + 20, NBC + 22, RBL21, RAA + 20, RKL + 23, SVFD20, SYXW21, WX + 23, XY20, YLKK20, ZKD21, Zha20, dWGB + 20], platform-independent [dWGB + 20], platforms [BPG21, DSC20, PPDCCA23, FGG + 21, GSP22, HBB21, HPP20, NLS20, PBM + 22, PSF21, PDT21, TPL + 20, VAK23, YZ + 20, ZXR + 20], players [FS21], Plethora [ALR + 20], Plummeting [SYM + 24], PM [ZG23], PMKT [MM + 20], PMMSA [KZG + 22], pneumatic [LZZZ20].
pneumonia [LSMT+21]. POI [LH20].
point
[BBB+24, HLSLS20, NRBC23, WGW+20].
point-of-interest [HMLS20]. points
[CCL23], poisoned [LWL23a]. Poisoning
[TSM24, RBMCLH22, ZZG+22]. polar
[SLH+20], polarized [AR20]. policies
[ACD+20, CTFW22, CF21, PLS+23, SFC23, WDS+23]. Policy
[ASM+22, CGFC20, SME+21, SZM22, BKH20, DG21, MM23, RSQS21, SME+19, WYZ+24, WXZ23, ZZQ+21]. Policy-based
[BCCS20]. political [FA+20, GDCPVG22].
politician [GDCPVG22]. pollination
[GHEB+18], GHEB+23. polling [UPD+20].
pollution [EJP22, LXY21]. POMF
[XQW+24], pommDNN [CDC+24]. Ponzi
[BCCS20]. pool [GF+20]. Pools [PRF20].
Poor [LTY+24]. Population
[WZJ+22, CHC+20, KA22, VG21].
pornography [MSV+20]. portable
[ASB+23, CFL+20, NADY20]. portal
[MBD+20]. PoRX [WLC+20a]. pose
[RAS+22]. positional [JXH+20].
Positioning
[NHTH20, CZGS20, MR23a, SYWX21].
possible [MAB+20]. Post
[LYKK22, LWZ+23a, OHAV20, SK20a].
post-processing [OHAV20].
post-quantum [SK20a]. Post-training
[LYKK22]. posted [GDCPVG22].
postoperative [ZYX+23]. posts [AYHA20].
posture [HHW+22, ZWL21]. postures
[SG+20]. potency [RZH21]. Potential
[LXL+21, DLR23, JZL+20, YXL+21].
potentially [YGS+22]. Poverty
[CL21, WZT+20]. poverty-stricken
[WZT+20]. Poverty/investment
[CL21]. Power
[CCL+23, ZLXH20, ZWZ+21, ABAJ20, BMD+21, DLH+20, DSW+20, EKJ+20, GAT+20, Kad20, KCP23, LY23, LPT+22, MC20, Par+20, PPDS20, SK20b, SMC+20, XZTC22, YZL+20, ZWC+22, ZHGX20].
power-domain [Kad20]. power-efficiency
[SK20b]. power-law [LPT+22]. POWER9
[BDG+20]. Powered
[WPPA22b, LP21a, PJJ+22, SZZ22, YZL+23, ZGY20, ZLXH20, ZL23, ZZD22]. powerful
[ABM19, ABM21]. Powertrain
[SRM+23]. PP [LOH+23]. PPCensor
[MSV+20]. PP [HWH+23a]. PPUP
[LY+23]. PPUP-GAN [LY+23]. PR
[CDF+20]. PR-KELM [CDF+20].
Practical
[CPYY23, dTGC20, CP22, LFHZ21, HLZ+22].
practice [BFG+22]. practices [GZF+23].
pre
[GiRgP20, MTHA24a, MTHA24b, WXZ23, WZS+23, YNK+20, ZZZ+22, ZGZX21].
pre-cache [WZS+23]. pre-caching
[GiRgP20]. pre-computed
[MTHA24a, MTHA24b]. pre-large
[YNK+20]. pre-processing [ZGZX21].
pre-training [WXZ23, ZZZ+22].
precedence [JHB22].
precedence-constrained [JHB22]. precise
[CCW+20c]. precision
[BBB+24, GAP24, LDLS20, NRBC23, TBB+23, TBA23, YLY22]. predator
[Dho20]. predators [HAqDE23]. predict
[NLO+20, XLG+23, Yan21]. Predictable
[BVFGS20, SWW+20]. Predicting
[FAAS20, GSMF20, KK22, SSMdS21, BLT+24, GZL+22, LWQ+20, YLM23, YGS+22]. Predictive
[Pla24, VS+23, ABOS22, ABGDT23, ABL22, BYW+21, BAR21, BMBC20, CL20a, CKL20, CSY+20, CDF+20, CWM+20, CLQS20, CPH+22, CYZ+22, CCW+20c, CYH20, DBC24, DWZ20, GW22, GDP20, GLF+22, KOM+22, KCY+21, KZF21, LGJ+23, MBC22, MLP+21, MASRAM+22, MSM+22, MWL+20, MOW+20, MBD+20, POMK20, PKLC22, PCG+20, PRD+22, PDFV21, PTZ+20, QHN21, dRRCGdC20, RRH21, SYG+20, SPR21, TYR22, THVL24, WCY+21, WLL22, WCL+24,
WWS20, WZH+22, YFQ+22, YJB+21, YLZ+20, ZWL20, ZL21, ZPQH21, ZLW+22, ZG23, ZKGB20. Prediction-based [Pla24].
predictions [AMT+21]. Predictive [HBG21, TAM21, WDL+21, HAVK22, KCJ23, MHA+24, dSOFC+23, WCS24].
predictor [LQW+20]. predictors [dMBPdSC20, LFM+22]. predicts [ZYX+23]. preemptive [BJJ22, YXL+20].
Preface [Ano24k, LLWJ24, LWHW22, PPM24, VKP22, WD24]. preference [ADAR22, MECA20]. preferences [MCRFD20].
purpose [AMT+21, LLZ+21]. prevent [NNUV20, QL22]. preventing [FLG+20].
privacy- [YLZ21]. privacy-aware [XCSF20, ZHH+23]. privacy-enhanced [ADAR22, ZrH++23].
privacy-preservation [SRA+22]. Privacy-preserved [XQW+24].
privacy-preserving [LY+23].
privacy-protective [ZZQ21].
privacy-utility [AP20]. Private
[ZZZ+20a, Yue20, CHS+23, CSS22, FGG+23, JGL+20, LGT+20, LYY+20b, TGAP20, ZXX23, ZLF+23b, ZXL+20].
Proactive
[BBE+20, BEM+20, KA21, MSS+24, ZAH+20, Kol22, MMZI22, RSLL21].
Probabilistic [HAA+20, LZZ20a, WLZ+20].
probability [MDL].
[ABMES18, ABMMC18, ABMESM22, ABMMC22, DZXS21, LZCGMV20, LEXH20, LCC+24, yQhJL20, SCK+22, WXX+24].
problems [BM20, FW22, HH22, MECRF20, SCR20, YWDC23].
Process
[CMM+23, DMPS23, AAG22, AAB23, CCM20, CP+23, ODET21, WLL20, ZTC20].
Process-aware
[DMPS23].
processes
[AHM20, BKG+20, KMS23, LGD20, LDDL21, PSHW20, SSWW23, YDL+20].
Processing
[BBE+20, DOR+21, LL20, XWM20, AdAHK20, ACC20, BVFGSF20, BHL+21, BGMK22, BMBC20, CHG+20, CB20, CKV22, DKG+22, EMHE21, GCCIV20, JHK20, KIM+24, KYPJ20, LLZL21, L21a, MABK24, OHA+20, OWK+23, PSS+23, QLHLB23, RBA+22, SDGCB+20, SHW24, SQ2, TA+24, VMV20, XKK20, XW23, XLL+20b, YLSL22a, YYYK20, ZBBTV+20, ZGZ21, ZHLM20].
processors
[PPGS20, WFL22, XLL+21].
produce
[BK20].
product
[BMS20, LLY+20, VPA20].
product-form
[BMS20].
productivity
[CGM20].
products
[Zha21, ZPZ22, ZGZ21].
Prof.
[Fae21].
profile
[MJ22, RNV+21].
Profiling
[SLA+23, Kho21b, KLW+21, MLWA20, RAS+20, SNS+20].
profit
[NT22].
programmable
[LWH24, MSLP24].
programmers
[ORPPG20].
Programming
[HTXW21, DP20a, DDMP+23, EELB21, GRG20, GBdRACG20, JPW20, LLP+20b, LMG+21, MBC22, MGS21, PP22, RCLEB20, RMA+20, XZTC22].
programming-based
[DDMP+23].
programs
[SPW21].
progression
[EBS+21].
Progressive
[YLD+23, CXS+22, JCW+23].
Project
[SCR20, DSRG22, LH21, YPEK23, DFF21].
PROMENADE
[CDF+22].
proposing
[WFA20].
promote
[GZF23].
promotion
[KHL20].
promotion/demotion
[KHL20].
PROMPT
[PLS+23].
Proof
[FZC+20, BBBBB2, HMY+23, LG20, MMR23a, WHJ20].
proof-of-concept
[BBB22].
Proof-of-negotiation
[FZC+20].
proof-of-work
[MRR23a].
proofing
[CIB+20].
proofs
[XCZ+22].
propagation
[YGS+22].
properties
[DDM21, GL20, SHT+21].
property
[XXL+24].
proportionality
[MC20].
proposal
[CPP24, dSOCF+23].
prospect
[TLX+23].
Prostate
[HIU+22, LYH+21].
protect
[SC23].
protected
[RLL+22].
Protecting
[SK21a, YZJ+20, CGI21, ICW21, JL20+23, SP24, YL21, YLY+23].
Protection
[LRML21, AHN21, LQML22, WHZ+20, WWZ+20, WLD+20b, XKL+24].
protective
[ZZQ21].
PROTECTOR
[MK21].
protein
[GLF+22].
Protocal
[LLZ+22, ABAD22, BMZI2, CECS20, CXHC23, DSHPAH20, DZL20, GKB20, G+22, LGY20, LJJ+20b, MNA+23, NHH+20, NIB+21, RRAB24, RWJ+20, SWW+20, SKX+20, YNN+20, ZC22, ZWW+20a, ZKL+23, dAdSM+22].
protocols
[Gd20, KBTM21, LCM20].
proton
[SWL+20].
Prototype
[PLL+24].
Prototypical
[MSC+23].
prototyping
[MEL+23].
PROUD
[BKHD20].
PROV
[MBGC20].
proven
[TSKK23].
Provenance
[GMM+20, BCB+20, MBGC20, SCC+20].
provide
[BMGP21, CMF+21, GSI22].
Provider
[PVA+20, GS20, GZB+22].
providers
[MRR+24, QMCX20, ZAH+20].
providing
[NSR+23].
Proving
[FT20].
provision
[LZCH22, SKH20].
provisioning
Ranked [SZM22].  RANs [Hu20, SOZ+20].
Ransomware
[ZXZ+20, ArMA+21, DMSCA20].  RaP
[GMF+20].  Raphtry [SCC20].  Raspberry
[SNM+20].  Rate [WZJ+22, KCY+21, LFZJ21, LZJ+20, YK20b, YNVRPD23].
rating [KZB+23, ZIOS+20].  ratio
[DLH+20].  rationality [BEL20].  Ratios
[Che20].  raw [RLML20, WWY+24].  ray
[CLZ+20, DLGW+20, HZH21, LHTSM+23].  rays [MSK+21].  razors [GLF24].  RCNN
[JLT+21].  re [YLD+23].  re-identification
[YLD+23].  reactions [GSMF20].  reactive
[LBDB23, ODET21, SSL21, SCP+21].
read [EGD24, HMSA+23].  reading
[LHD+20].  readmission [WDL+21].  ready
[PBK+22].  Real [AHH20, AEZ22, EET20, KP22, KBTM21, SNMWC21, XZTC22, AdSM+22, AGV23, AYB+22, CHL23, DA22, DSRG22, dFRF24, FHGF20, GAA22, HWH+23b, JPJO22, LXXZ+20, MSV+20, MXZ22, dSOFCT+23, PBM+22, RCP24, RAS+22, SZVV+23, SGL+20b, VMV20, XZJ+20, YHW+20, YLL22, ZT22a, ZLS23].
Real-time [AEZ22, EET20, KP22, SNMWC21, XZTC22, AdSM+22, AGV23, AYB+22, CHL23, DSRG22, dFRF24, FHGF20, HWH+23b, LXZ+20, MSV+20, MXZ22, dSOFCT+23, PBM+22, RCP24, RAS+22, SZVV+23, SGL+20b, VMV20, XZJ+20, YHW+20, YLL22, ZT22a, ZLS23].
real-world [GA22].  realistic [ZHP+21].
realistically [MEC+20].  Reality [SJQ20, FHGF20, YLLK20, YPEK23, ZZZ21b].
realize [PAS+20].  realizing [LCZB21].
reasoning [ACD+20, BFG+22, BSH+21, BKV+20, MRM+24, WG21].
reasoning-enabled [BKV+20].
rebalancing [LZY+20].  REBATE
[CECS20].  reboot [FLG+20].  recall
[LFZJ21].  Receiver [WCWC20, WCWC19].
recharging [UKY+20].  Recognition
[GK21, Tau23, AMM+20, AEZ22, DHC23, uHA20, Fac21, FS21, FLF+21, GZT+21, HAO+23, HHW+22, JLT+21, KAK+23, LHF+20, LZK21, LWL21, LSL+20, LZW21, LZF21, LZC21, LY+22, MMU+21, NN21, PKLC23, PHLC24, dAMVULM20, PYL22, RAS+20, RSFB23, SMN+20, SZL+21, WYDB24, XLMC22, ZDC22, Zha21, ZZP+23, ZLZ+20b].  Recognize
recommendations [BEKF21, YNN+20, SVD+20].
recommender
[ACM+21, GZB+22, JKS20a, KZB+23, OMSL20, PP20, SD20, TKS+23, XZZ+20a].
Reconfigurable
[ISUC22, LJW+20, DLHD22, GSCP22, TRB+23a, YSL+22, ZKD21].
reconfiguration [LZC+23b, PBM+22].
reconfigurations [AM22].  reconstructing
[WXX+24].  reconstruction
[BN21, PBSS24, SGB+20, VHP+22, Wu22, bZSC+23].  reconstructions [WZC+22].
Record [PSL+20].  recording [CP22].
recovery [MRD+20].  recruitment
[qLiZ20].  Recurrent
[uRK1+21, KMR+22, LZP23, LC20, UAS+20, WLY+20, ZWL20, KLW+21].
Recurrent-DC [KLW+21].  recursive
[KA+23].  RED [SHT+20].  Redesigning
[TPN+21].  redirection [SGL+20b].
RedMule [TBB+23].  reduce [ATK+22, BEL20, DLC+22, RK20, LLP+20b].
Reduced [NRBC23, CSB23].  Reducing
[BWX20, SXF22].  reduction
[GYAW22, MTSN21, OIG24, Pla24, SSC+20, WDHY20].  Redundancy [ArMA+21].
refactorings [TPF+20].  reference
[AAG+20, CCL23, TDMC23].
reference-points-based [CCL23].  referral
[TDL20].  refinement [XW21].  reflecting
[WX23].  reflection [GdoAO20].  regarding
Regional [KF22, KF23, ZZZ21b]. Region-based [ZZZ21b]. Regional [JH22], regions [PCVN21, ZGL+23]. registration [LWS+23b]. regression [AOSA20b, AMZZ23, WZH+22, ZSL+23b].


Reliability [BPCM21, CZZ+23b, Cl20b, HSS20, RCP24, TWY+23, YLY+23, ZHL+23]. Reliable [ASL22, BBP22, BDM+20, FBL+20, RAA+21, SKX+20]. relief [CPS+23].


Rendezvous [OAA22, OOA22].


repositories [BOM+22]. Representation [ZZZ21b, CZCH24, DLC+22, HJX+23, JCK24, KSC20, KLW+21, LQG+23, LCY+23a, LLD+21, LPT22, LH20, SHT+21, SOT24, SZS+21, WLY20, WXX+24].

represented [MMKS22]. Representing [BEKF21]. reproducibility [GS12, JAS+20, reproducible [VG21].

REpulsive [CECS20]. REpulsive-BAse [CECS20]. Reputation [UUK+21, DG21, GL20, LWS+23a, LLZ+24, MZLT21, WLC+20a, ZWX+23, ZYW+21].

reputation-based [LWS+23a]. request [BBN+20, KHT21, PZHD20, ZLZ+23b]. request-transmission [PZHD20].

requesters [KOM+20]. requests [AARE20, AAS+20]. requirements [DBBP24, SDZ+20, VEH+23].

Rescheduling [RAL+24]. rescue [YZS+21, NKG23]. Research [ALR+20, CPM+23, HRGL21, HY21, LBJ+18, LBJ+24, LHZ+20, LLZ+21, LWJ+21, MGB24, SCX21, Sun20, Wei21, WLR21, ZWL22, ZY21, AAA20, BDK+20, CL21a, LLP+22, DRC20, FD21, HCB+20, HBSG21, LCZB21, OCBO20, SGF+20b, SDJ+20, TLX+23, YBC+20, YWW+20, ZL21, ZWL21, wZcZN+19, wZcZN+20].

reservation [KAA+21]. Reservoir [ZJW+20]. Reservoir-based [ZJW+20].

reshaping [KHES21]. resident [LHF+20].

resonance [HZX+19, HZX+20]. Resource [BEM+20, BGMK22, CXY23, HS24, KAF+20, Li20, LYBS21, PKLC23, AQN+20, ASA+20, BLT+24, uRBIBC20, BKV22, BKG+20, BSOK+20, BJW22, CCW+20a, CWM+20, CS23, EET20, FCOJFM21, GSCP22, GMGV20, HYC+24, HYCS21, JYP24, KF22, KF23, KYPJ20, LYYY20a, LYYY20b, LYFZ20, LCH+21, LYG+24, LDLW20, LMZ+22, LZZ22, LCO+23, MZZ+24, MMLZ21, MBK23, MSS+24, MRN+24, MMZ3, NMLJ21, MKB23, MSS+24, MRN+24, MMZ3, NGCB20, NPNC23, PLS+23, PZLL21, QHCM24, QL22, RZAS21, RRAH21, SJQ20, SCX21, SS21, SFC23, SGDG23, SHY+21, TK24a, TSBJ20, WLP+20, WZZ+20, WCY+21, WC22b, WXZZ22, WWS+23a, WSL+23, WCS24, WLY23, gWLLW21, XGS+20, XGY+23, YJF+20, YZS+21, ZYX+20, ZLXH20, ZLZ+20a, ZLW+22, ZGG+22, ZLS+22a, ZWZ24, SCR20]. resource-allocation [GMGV+22].


R KD [ZGG+22]. R KD-VNE [ZGG+22].
[SK20a]. **Seamless**

[GM20a, PPSC23]. **SEAP** [WYG20].

**Search** [O¨OA22, ABMESM18, ABMESM22, DZXS21, FW22, HYC+21, HY21, JGL+20, KSSR20, LYY+22, NBJ21, PLBOC20, SFX22, TTZ+21, TLX+23, WCW+21, XLZ+22, YZL+23, YLR+23, ZLF+23a, ZHLL24, ZTB23, dVIP24, JCW+23, NKG23]. **Searchable**

[SZM22, WZS+23, ATK+22, LMW+24, TSR+20, WCXW22, YXH+24]. **Searchchain**

[JGL+20]. **SecBPMN2BC** [KMS23].

**seccomp** [XCS+22]. **SecFedNIDS**

[ZZG+22]. **second** [FAA+23]. **secondary** [ZHG20]. **Secrecy** [GPC21]. **secret**

[KK20, SLS+20]. **SeCrowd** [CCHD21].

**sector** [ARB20, NTA+22]. **Secure**

[FFB20, JPMR21, Man20, NIB+21, NSR+23, Pan20, RMA21, TDS+22b, VSC0, WC20, WYS20, YLY+23, ABM218, ABM22, AZA+23, AAM+24, BBB+20, CCHD21, CCBFI+23, FWZ+20, GWW+22, GKA+21, GLW+20, HN22, KAK20, KBTM21, KMS23, LYY+22, LWZ+23a, NNH+20, PSAL20, RJ+22, RWLY23, SVN+20a, SK23, TKS+23, TBB23, UAACH21, VMM+20a, WZW+20, WLAC20, WZS+23, XLH+24, XCB+20, ZSL+23a, ZLF+23b, ZHLL24, ZZX+23, NNH+20]. **Secure-GLOR**

[NNH+20]. **secured**

[DS23, GMAL23, UJHN20, WXD+23].

**SecurePrivChain** [SMKA23]. **Securing**

[SKA+20, YNN+20, LCLA20, SMKA23, TAM21].

**Security**

[ASSG22, ADMM20, Elg20, KZG+22, LHH+21, MBJ+20, QJS+21, SME+21, STK23, TG20, YDK20, ZWZB24, AT20, AM22, BS20, CFC+20, CZZ+23b, CP20a, DRC20, DLHHD22, FZT+23, GKB+20, GIPS20, HRGL21, rH Zam+H+24, JRW+20, KRW+20, LOH+23, LWX22, LJC+20, LLW+23b, LZF+24, LZ20b, LWHW22, MCT+22, MTT+23, MS20, MLZ+23b, MRR+20, MPP+21, MCF20, MBB+20, ORLV20, QKG20, RHK+23, RWG21, RCR21, SME+19, SCAB20, SVN+20a, SAAE22, VPSC+23, WWC+24, YLM23, YBY+23, YL20b, YDL+20, YYL22, ZY20, ZLZ+20a, ZWZ+23, ZHL+23, NHY20, SUKN22].

**security-aware** [LWX22]. **security-critical**

[GIPS20, ZLZ+20a]. **security-privacy**

[RHK+23]. **seed** [DFZ+23]. **SEENS**

[ZWH+21]. **Segmentation**

[WT+20, HdlAR+20, HZL+21, JLT+21, LHXL22, LC20, MXW+23, QJZ+20, QC21, WLZ+20, WCHA20, ZP22, ZWH+21b].

**segmentations** [YCG+20]. **seismic**

[KBG20, LYG21]. **seizure** [AEZ22].

**selected** [ZT22a]. **selecting** [AS+23].

**Selection**

[ArMA+21, BAK22, DIB20, HCK20a, HCK20b, LH+20a, STS+20, XZD+21, ABMMC18, ABMMC22, ARA+22, ARA+23, BHH22, CKZ+22, FZC+20, FCOJF21, GSKS20, GDEBC20, HYWY22, JT22, LQML22, LZCH22, MIH+20, MASRAM+22, PBS23, Pla24, PBS24, QHCH24, RMBMT21, SXC+24, SVN20b, TA23, WC22a, WLI+21, WY+24, WXLC20, XWK21, XWZM24, YZL+24, ZZZX22].

**selection-based** [ZZZX22]. **selective**

[ZWH+21b]. **Self**

[BBD+21, CWM+20, JCX+21, KCB20, LAS20, LYY+23a, RFP22, SEKS+20, SK21a, SAF23, bZSC+23, AGdS+21, AABKB22, AP20, AKE22, BD20, BD21, BCSS20, CG21, DCGM20, FGP20, FW22, FMN+20, FGB21a, FGB21b, FWX23, GZ20, GAP24, HTXW21, ICW21, MR23b, PCVN21, QNRA23, SGSGGC+23, WFLC22, WCL+24, ZFB20, ZXX+20, ZWW+23].

**self-adaptable** [SGSGGC+23].

**self-adaptation**

[AKE22, FMN+20, HTYW21].

**Self-adapting** [SEKS+20]. **Self-adaptive**

[CWM+20, bZSC+23, AABKB22, BD20, BCSS20, DCGM20, ZFB20].

**Self-assemble-featured** [LAS20].
self-attention
[FWX23, GWZ20, WCL+24, ZXX+20].
Self-aware [JCX+21]. self-determination
[AP20]. Self-distributing [RFP22].
self-driving [WFLC22]. Self-improving
[BBD+21, BDT21]. self-integrating
[BCSS20]. self-integration [FGP20].
self-learning [FW22]. self-organising
[FGB21a, FGB21b, PCV21].
Self-organizing [SAF23]. Self-Protecting
[SK21a, CG21, ICW21]. Self-supervised
[KCB20, LCY20, ZWW+23].
self-supervision [GAP24].
self-sustainable [MR23b]. selfish
[ZWX+23].
Semantic
[CDRS20, JLT+21, LWZ+20, PLMZ23,
STK20, SGP+20a, Tao23, ZLM+23,
BAGRB+20, DMPS23, KHB23, L220a,
LWWL21, LC20, OLP23, PSV+20, QG20,
RCDMVR+23, WYX+23a, XKK20, XZ20,
XXY+23, YLGZ21, ZC22, ZP22].
Semantic-aware [LWZ+20].
Semantic-based [STK20]. semantically
[CCBF+23]. SemanticPeer [ZC22].
Semantics [ADRP23, AD21, LLD+21,
POMK20, ZLPZ21]. Semantics-based
[ADRP23].
Semi
[CBC+20, WWH+21, DMSCA20, JMA+21,
LLZ20, XZC+24, ZCRCW20].
Semi-automatic [CBC+20].
semi-autonomous [DMSCA20].
semi-decentralized [XZC+24].
Semi-supervised
[WWH+21, LLZ20, ZCRCW20]. semi-trailer
[ZPLQ20]. senile [WWP19, WWP20].
SenseChain [KOM+20]. sensed [YRV+22].
Sensing
[qLhZ20, WSC+23, Ano24k, CDX+23,
CDX+24, CdO20, DP19, DP20c, DP21a,
DP21b, uHCA20, GHEB+18, GHEB+23,
KSS+20, NIB+21, PPG+20, TRB+23a, Wu22,
YZZ+23, ZLM+23, ZHGX20, bZSC+23].
sensitive [GDGK20, JWWY21, WSJ+21].
sensitivity [ZrHH+23]. sensitivity-aware
[ZrHH+23].
Sensor
[ACC20, Gul22, KBG20, LZP23, MR23a,
MR23b, WZB+20, Zhu21, AAA20, AOSA20b,
CCTZ22, CHJK22, DAV20, FMM+20,
GAT+20, GDGK20, LS23a, LZ202, Liu23,
MLZ+23a, MNA+23, NTA+22, PKL23,
PLHC24, Pla24, PYL22, RA2+22, RSFB23,
SDV+21, TLKX21, WC22a, WLAC20,
ZLZ23a, ZFZS23, ZMJ+22].
Sensor-based
[LZP23, PKL23, PLHC24, PYL22].
Sensor-Cloud [WZB+20, ZLZ23a]. sensors
[AESI+21, HH22, LHF+20, PGHS20,
RPSS23, ZZZ+23].
sentence
[SGL+20a]. sentence-level
[SGL+20a]. sentences [CZ20].
Senti
[BDFR22].
Sentiment
[RHM20, ALS21a, AR20, BNA+21, BDFR22,
GWZ20, GFZ21, GDGVM20, NRMI20,
OCBO20, TIA21, UAS+20].
sentimental
[VPA20]. separate [GMI22]. Separation
[MECRFD20].
Seq2Seq [RKI+23].
Sequence
[BMB20, BYW+21, JZM+22,
PCACTM24, WLC23, ZLZ21].
sequence-based [PCACTM24].
Sequence-to-sequence [BMB20].
sequences [GAPS20, LLP+20a].
Sequential
[HLW+23a, FWX23, PDF21, SPW+21,
TML23, WLM+23].
serial [LLP+20a].
Series
[IB20, CIJM20, GZZG24, HN22,
HSGX22, IWH+22, MASM+22, Ngu24,
PCACTM24, SDVC22, SOKW+20, Yan21,
ZCQ+23, ZWL20].
serious
[AUW22, EKK23].
Server
[TPD+24, KK20, LWJ+20, LTT22, LMW+24, MC20,
XZZ+20a, XZTC22, ZLF+23a, ZSL+23a].
Serverless
[CRdRR+22, CS24b, MGZ+20, MTD+24,
NUB24, PDJS22, WLX+24, ABMO24,
ALS+21b, AF23, ATR+24, EET20,
FTS+24, rH224, HS24, KS24, MKB23,
MABK24, MWS24, Ngu24, PPSC23, RRD21,
Similarity-based [TGJ+20], SIMPA [GVS22]. Simple [LZH+20, KMR+22]. simplex [NQB+23]. Simulated [MO24a].
simulators [CdST+20, dPHOMPJ20]. Simultaneous [YCG+20], since [SN23].

Slitheen [WW20]. SLO [AKE22].


SOA [KKH21]. Social [AJJ+21, AMR+20, BAGRB+20, GK21, HPP20, OMSL20, RCJZ20, SACN+21, SWW+20, YLK20, AGDS+21, ARIB22, AYHA20, AOF21, ALS21a, AESI+21, ACM+21, BCM20, BPLFRL20, BR20, CLC21a, CLC21b, DFG+21, FIABC+20, GSMD20, GMP22, HMLS20, JYSH23, KK22, LY21, LYNCC21, LGT+20, MJ20, MJZC21, PSMF21, PP+20, dAMVULM20, PP20, PPM24, RAA+20, RPdVR20, SGL+20a, SLA+23, UCR21, VMCM+20, WGLH20, WCY+20, WSXL21, WM21, XGY+23, XLL20a, YYY+20, ZYL20, ZZZ+22, ZDD21, HPY20, YYW20].


Software-Defined [HYL+20, HR+21, MGM+20, HAB+20, LZZ+22, ZTP20, GZI+20b, HZZ20, LWH22, MNA+23, SMS22, YZZ+20, ZH2+20].

software-hardware [LZZ+23].

Softwareized [VSPM21]. solar [ZLXH20].

solar-powered [ZLXH20]. Solar [FAA+23].


SPEC [ZLT+22]. Special
[AFMG+22, ACY20, ACDY21, AMNZ20, AKPT20, AHWB20, BBSB21, BDT21, BDF+22, BDFR22, DPG20, ETH20, GZPZ20, MM21b, MBJ+20, TDC+20, VKP22, VPBE22, WPPA22b, WPPA22a, YMS20a, YMS20b, YDK20, ZA20, ZTP20, dSGST21, AMB+21, Ano24k, ICW21, LLWJ24, LWHH22, PPM24, WD24, ZWH21a]. specialization [bHFF+21, RGP+22]. specialized [DGK20, HJI24]. specific [Deh20, GLF24, HAB+20, LP21b].


STPCyber [NYH20]. STPD [CACL+22]. strategies [LSS+22, MJW+22, dSOFC+23, QL22, RMBMT21, SAD24, THB23].
Strategy
[LDSL22, ABMESM18, ABMESM22, AAG22, AMBD+20, BJ22, CMX+20, CDX+23, CKZ+22, DLR23, GBH+23, GMA+22, GLWP20, GJPp20, HXL+23, bHFF+21, KJJ+24, LY23, LCL22, LCZB21, LQYL21, LG+20b, MGW23, PWH+22, QGH+22, RZA21, SZGB24, TBH23, WC22a, WML+21, XZD+21, YWH+23, YSL+22, YCS+20, ZLZ23a, ZNZ+23, ZL+23].

Stream
[KWL+23, AdAHK20, BGR20, BVFGS20, BGMK22, CWB+20, CHL23, EMHE21, FBTJ23, GGK20, GPBG23, JHK20, JJZ+23, KMK+23, LFYH22, MSG+20, MLZ+22, RBA+22, SGL+20b, SCW+22, SGLB22, SZGB24, UHH+22, VM20, WKK+22, XKK20, uRLW+21, FBTJ23, SHY+21].

stream-based [LFYH22]. Streaming [SCC20, BGNBH+20, DWL+23, FCGPSG+21, MIV+20, MA22, RCP24, RNRA23, SGP+20a, SHY+21, TWI20, TA23, XWW+20, YLKK20, Yu21, ZBT20+20].

streams [CJLM20, LLP+20a, ST20a, SDV+21, SGL+20b, WFL+20, ZJW+20].

Street [LP23]. stricken [WT+20]. Strict [ADMG20, LLF+23]. strictly [KA22].


Structure [MHH+20, MSL22, HOV20, ORPPG20, SVN20b, TM20, WSLX21, WXZX23, ZSZX24, ZW22]. Structured [FGP23, WC23, KA22, KGO+20, LF+22]. structures [LYGF21, XWLC20, XWW+20].

structuring [Agds+21]. STS [LHY+20a].

STTS [GA22]. STT-RAM [GA22]. Student [KZF21, GZL+22, PDFV21, SG20].

students [SP22, WT+20]. studies [CHC+20]. study [AIM23, BZG23, BPLFR20, CF24, CHS22, CHKJ20, FMIN+20, GDCGVG20, GDPCVG22, GdOAO20, KPL22, Kon21, LKJN+20, LHL23, MCC22, M21, NKG23, OLLP24, OCSCB22, PMMG+20, RYL20, Yan21, YGE21].

style [LGC+21, Wei21, ZDC22]. style-oriented [LGC+21]. stylometric [AMM+20]. Sub [WZZD23, HBH21, KLA22, NTY+21].

sub-classification [KLA22]. Sub-Entity [WZZD23]. sub-Kmeans [NTY+21].


summarization [CZ20]. Sunway [RLY20, XLY+21].

super-resolution [PBSS24, QZHH21, WM21, ZHP+21].

super-influencer [WM21].

super-resolution [PBSS24, QZHH21, ZHP+21].
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WFA-FPGA [HMSA+23]. WiChef [CCdS23]. WiCommons [CCdS23]. Whole [HiAR+20]. Whole-Heart [HiAR+20].


WiFi-based [TK24b, TPN+21]. wild [uHA20]. WiMAX [CSD+23].


wise [AHL+23, JZL+20, ZWM+23, ZRH+23]. within [AOSA20b, AOSA20a, CF21, DOR+21, KCB20, MOW+20, RNA21].

without [MSK+21, QHE+20, XZZ+20b, XSW+21, YYN+20, YZW22]. WolfGraph [ZHL20]. work [ASA23, AR20, GDCGCPV23, Gas22, ZXY+21]. work [MGB24, MMR23a]. Worker [qLi20, DT21, MAA22]. workers [KOM+20].

workflow [ASPG+21, AB20, BLT+24, BGR20, BYH+20, CLL20, CdS+20, CCP+22, CCdS23, GB20, HSW20, HWR+22, IT20, LW22, LS32, LHZS24, MBD+20, NSR+23, OLP23, OLP24, PFR+21, RAS+22, SGDK+21, SXZZ23, SNS+20, VI21, WGG+20, WGW+21, ZYH22, YYY23, ZWW+20b, ZA22]. workflow-based [BYH+20].
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